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1. INTRODUCTION
This book consists of an introduction, a chronology and a glossary.
The chronology is a list of the main points in the history of Judaism
and anti-Semitism. The glossary serve to make the rest of the text
more understandable. Maybe it's the one you should read first.
The chronology fills most of the text. In principle there are no limits to how many events you can mention in such a chronology, but
you have to set a limit.
It is my view that that nearly all the decisive events in the Western
historical development and the entire Western contemporary culture is not to be understood, without focusing on the Jews' position,
their influence and their conflict with the surroundings.
Judaism has always been in opposition to other religions and cultures, and Jewish history is therefore the story of persecution, oppression and of Holocaust. The history of the Jews and the history
of anti-Semitism is the same, for there exists no Judaism without
anti-Semitism, just as there exists anti-Semitism without Judaism.
When the conflict between the Jews and their environment has not
always been expressed through drama, insurrection and rebellion,
it's because one of the parties to the conflict sometimes took power
and because this party has succeeded in holding the other party
down.
The purpose of writing a text like this is to make a contribution to
the self-understanding of the Jewish-Christian world, also called
the Western World. But it is also an attempt to strike a blow for our
freedom to think, believe and speak as we like, for just texts on the
Judeo-Christian conflict is seen as being highly controversial for
some people, therefore there are serious restrictions on free speech
in many of the “civilized” countries we know, such as Russia,
Germany, Poland and France. It is believed that the government 7

not the citizens themselves - must decide what is good to read and
what is not to be read. That is, what I call, the road to stupidity.
And stupidity leads to racism, nationalism, militarism and - in the
last end - to war. This process is going on at the moment, when this
is written (March 2015) in Russia, Ukraine, Germany and my own
country Denmark. Lack of freedom of speech leads to hate and hate
leads to war. We tried this receipt two times in the last century and
we are in the danger of going the same way today.
Humans create their own way to hell. The way to avoid the catastrophe is enlightenment = the free flow of information.
We must start learning and understanding our own history and the
history of the Jews and the history of anti-Semitism is an important
part of this history. But what is the reason for all this antiSemitism? This is a question that most Europeans today do not
know. They do not understand their own forefathers.
This is why I am proud to make a contribution to the modern enlightenment. The book is not perfect, much more could have been
included and some events might be explained better. But the main
thing for me is this: The book is written. The purpose of this work
is to go against hate, racism and militaristic propaganda. I want to
contribute to a peaceful future for Europe.

Jakob Munck
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2. CHRONOLOGY

1313 B.C.:
Jews deported from Egypt.

826 B.C.:
The first Jewish temple in Jerusalem is finally constructed, but is
destroyed 701 BC by King Nebukaneser.

349 B.C.:
The Second Temple in Jerusalem is completed. Palestine will be
conquered by the Romans, which make the area a Roman province.

500-300 B.C.:
** Conflict between the two main trends in Judaism, namely Universalists and particularism [see Glossary]. The former believes
that God loves all equally and the latter, that the Jews are God's
chosen people, and therefore has a special exalted status with the
infidels (goy), which gives them special rights in relation to NonJews.
** The texts in the Old Testament prepared. In these texts it inter
alia is quoted that Abraham had his son Isaac, who had two sons
(twins Esau and Jacob) with his wife Rebecca. God told Rebecca,
when she was pregnant that:
"Two people are in your womb, two peoples shall be separated
from your lap. One will be stronger than the other; the elder shall
serve the younger" (Genesis 25 / 19-23)
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From this text emit Judaism difference between the world's two nations: Jews and Non-Jews. This difference between Jews and NonJews interpreted by the Jews as follows:
- That the Jews are chosen by God in relation to people (Deuteronomy 7/6)
- That the Jews have the right to exterminate all the Non-Jewish
people, which they live amongst (Deuteronomy 7/16)
- That the Jews must obtain their power by creating bewilderment
among the people with whom they live surrounded by, until they are
exterminated (Deuteronomy 7/23)
- That Jews must take usury from strangers, but not from other
Jews (Deuteronomy 23/20)
- That the Jews may not marry Non-Jews (Leviticus 20/24)

66 B.C.:
Israel is conquered by Rome and becomes attached to a province of
Pompeii

50 B.C.:
Septuagint, the first Greek translation of the Torah (= Old Testament) are prepared.

43 B.C.:
Cicero, Roman politician and writer dies. He contemplates about
the Jews, that they are "a nation of scammers and fraudsters."
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3 B.C.:
Jesus is born in Palestine. He is crucified as 33-year-old, but is beforehand a leader of a universalistic Jewish sect that rejects the
Jewish racism and who later choose to call themselves "Christian".

Year 0:
The Christian era begins, as you erroneously believe that Jesus is
born in Bethlehem this year.

33:
** Jesus crucified and dies. Before this, his awakening created divisions between the particularistic (racist) Jews, also known as "Pharisees" and the Jesus-believing followers of universalism [see Glossary]. Before his death is Jesus warns the Apostles against the former:
"Behold I send you out as sheep among wolves ... beware of people.
These people will have to hand you to courts and scourge you in
their synagogues" (Matt. 10 / 16-18).
The Pharisees and the Jewish high priests wanted him dead,
"They sought to seize him, but they feared the crowd, for they considered him to be a prophet." (Matt. 21/46).
His enemies "Sought to kill him" (Jn. 7/1, 8/37, 8/40) and he says
about them:
"Your father is the devil and you are willing of doing as your father
pleases" (Jn. 8/44)
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and he calls them
"Snakes and brood of vipers" (Matt. 23/33).
After Jesus' death the Apostles said:
"Brothers .... I have suffered the same as your country men, as they
have suffered from the Jews, who beat both the Lord Jesus and the
prophets and which has driven us and which does not please God
and are against all men ..." ( 1 Thess. 2 / 14-16).
** Jesus shows that he does not quite have freed himself from the
Pharisaic racism and particularism, because he says to his followers:
"But my enemies, there, who do not want me to be king, bring them
hither, and slay them before my eyes." (Lk. 19/27)

Approximately 60:
The Apostle Peter writes that Christians should not believe in
"Jewish myths" (Titus 1:14).
The general fear of the Jews is seen from texts such as these:
"Joseph of Arimethea who was a disciple of Jesus, but in secretion
due to fear of the Jews .... The disciples remained behind closed
doors for fear of the Jews." (Jn. 20/19)

70:
The Second Temple in Jerusalem is destroyed by the Emperor Titus.
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74:
Battle of Masada against the Romans lost and the Jews goes back
into exile.

100:
** The New Testament writings are finished. Generally speaking
the Jew-Christian are joining the so-called super session Semitism
(see Glossary), which says that the new covenant (of Jesus Christ)
makes the old covenant (Moses) redundant and invalid. Some
Christians, however, continue to practice Jewish circumcision and
other Jewish standards, but they are persecuted by the Jews as a
heretic’s sect (Ac. 03.08, Gal. 1 / 13-14, Tim. 1.13).
** Among the interesting texts in the NT is Paul, who warns Titus:
"Stop believing in the Jewish myths." (Titus 1.14).
** The Jewish religion is described as a "synagogue of Satan"
(Rev. 9.2).

135:
The Jewish king, Bar Kochba, kill many Christians in an attempt to
make courage against the Roman rulers. At the same time Talmud
claims that "several million" Jews were killed in these battles,
which should be compared to the fact that there at this time only
lived around ½ million people in Palestine.

167:
Melito of Sardis preached on Easter (Peri Pascha) and accuses here
the Jews as collectively to take responsibility for the death of Jesus,
why he calls them "God-killers".
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230:
Tertullian (160-230) door. About the Jews, he says that they
"Creates a breeding ground for all kinds of anti-Christian behavior."

391:
Emperor Theodosius forbids the worship of other gods than the
Christian in the Roman Empire. Had already been legislated that
Jews had to own Christian slaves and that they should not circumcise their slaves. Conversion from Christianity to Judaism was illegal, and Jews were barred from public office and was unable to
build synagogues.

Approximately 400:
** St. John Chrysostom (church teacher) writes in "Adversos Judeos" that:
"Even though Jews is no good to work, they are good enough to
kill, to kill" and their synagogues are "nothing but gathering places
for robbers, swindlers and demons. This is not only true for the
synagogues, but also for the Jewish soul."
** The Jews in European cities are required to stay in specific
neighborhoods with high walls surrounding them, so they are protected from enemy attacks. When you need the Jews to solve economic and other tasks they are allowed to live in these neighborhoods, which are called "ghettos".

614:
The Persians conquer Palestine, which is part of the Byzantine Empire (Roman Empire successor), the majority is Christians. Jews al14

lies with the Persians, who thereby succeed to occupy Jerusalem,
and together the Jews and Persians murder more than 60,000 Christian laity, priests, monks and nuns and destroy all the churches and
monasteries that they can find.

651:
At this point, it is argued that the first edition of the Koran was assembled. About the Jews it states that they are
"Apes and pigs" (Sura 5:60)
"Allah cursed them because of their unbelief" (Sura 2:88)
and that Muslims should not
"Take Jews and Christians as friends" (Sura 5:51).
The Qur'an also warns the Jewish supremacism and write - addressed to the Jews - that
"If you think you were chosen by Allah, then you must surely long
for death if you believe in it." (Sura 62: 6).
In Sura 9: 5 it is recommended kill the unbelievers (= Jews and
Christians) or to take them as prisoners. Quranic supporters argue,
however generally, that this only applies during war.

Approximately 700:
Talmud is finished, it took 600 years, and it is from now on Judaism's fundamental doctrine writings. In principle, there is an interpretation of the Torah, this interpretation contains a strong antiChristian twist since the whole purpose of its creation has been to
produce a doctrine writing, which could provide a counterweight to
the "anti-Semitic" (= anti-Jewish) New Testament. The book serves
15

as a new textbook for the Jews living in the Diaspora around the
world.
Talmud is divided into two parts, firstly Mishnah as Jews laws and
secondly Gemarah which is a rabbinical discussion of Mishnah. Talmud acts as a manual in the fight against the Jesusbelieving Christians and Jews have in this book emphasized their
moral right in relation to the people whom God has chosen.
Talmud takes up approximately 5000 pages and is in principle not
available to Non-Jews. Even today (2009) there are very few NonJews who have ever read Talmud. The concealing of the book's
content is due to it tends to be morally provocative to Non-Jews,
and therefore the book was not translated and was kept completely
secret until the 12th century, when some Jewish converters translated parts of the text and showed it to the Pope.
Talmud is available in different versions, of which the Babylonian
is the most used. The Babylonian Talmud (Talmud Babli) is a "development of the Bible regulations and an extremely important
source of realizing the religious truths in life" (Rabbi M. Friediger). The Talmud consists of many books with many texts.
In these texts you can read:
"The only difference will be in our day and time the Messiah, is that
governments will be our slaves." (Fol. 63a)
"Non-Jews and Slavs are destined to be exterminated" (Fol. 45a)
"A Non-Jew cannot bear witness" (Fol. 47a)
"A Gentile girl who is under three years and one day is suitable for
intercourse with a priest" (Fol. 60b)
"You are people all other people are not to be named people." (Fol.
61a)
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"A Non-Jew has no father, because Non-Jews only do fornication." (Fol. 98a)
"You should not visit a Non-Jew on his feast day and greet him, if
you meet him on the street you have to greet him - gently and with
melancholy." (Fol. 62a)
"You have to lie to Non-Jewish publicans and fool them for duty, it
is learned that when a Jew and a Non-Jew comes to court, then you
(as a judge) so far as possible give the Jew the right according
Jewish laws, and to the Gentile say: 'Thus it is for our law'. And if
you are forced to abide by the Non-Jewish laws, you must also see
to give the Jew the right, saying to non-Jew: 'Thus it is by your own
law. If this is not possible, then you have to look to get the Gentile
sentenced by a list.' "(Fol. 113a)
"He who has deliberately killed a human is executed, unless he has
killed a Jew with intent to kill a Non-Jew" (Fol. 7b)
"According to R. Jehuda it is not allowed to steal from a Jew, but it
is allowed to steal from a Non-Jew." (Fol. 111b)
"The Jews are called human beings, but the Non-Jews are not
called humans, but animals" (Jabmuth, 60b)
"Theft, robbery and violent seizure of a beautiful woman is forbidden a Non-Jew facing a Non-Jew and a Non-Jew facing a Jew. But
it is permitted a Jew facing a Non-Jew." (Fol. 57a)
"It is forbidden a Non-Jew to kill a Non-Jew, and prohibits a NonJew to murder a Jew. But it is permitted a Jew murdering a NonJew." (Fol. 57a)
A "goy [Non-Jew] who studies the Torah should be killed, for it is
written, that it is our heritage, not theirs." (Sanhedrin 59a)
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"Balaam [Jesus] is awakened from the dead and is punished with
boiling urine. Those who mock the Jewish sages and sin against Israel should be boiled in excrements." (Gittin, 57a)
"A Non-Jewish girl who is three years and one day can be raped"
(Abodah Sara 37a).
"A Non-Jew property has no owner. Jews can take possession by
means of robbery, fraud or theft. "(Coshem Hemischpath, 176.12,
156.5)

711:
The Muslims are invading and conquering the Christian part of
Spain and the Jews helps them secure the conquered towns behind
the Arab frontline. As a gratitude for helping out Jews are allowed
to establish community in Cordoba, Granada, Tolero and Sevilla,
therefore called "Jewish cities".

Approximately 740:
The Slavic tribe Kazarerne, choose collectively to convert to Judaism. This is the reason for the Eastern European Jewry (Ashkenazi
Jews) who also immigrates to Germany. Ashkenazi comprises approximately 80 % of all the world's Jews.

1095
** During the First Crusade Jerusalem is conquered from the Muslims, who once have conquered the city from the Christians. The
Muslims are supported by Jews, leading to resentment against the
Jewish communities in Europe, which is being destroyed.
** In many cities that the crusade comes through the Jews are attacked. Not by the crusade knights, but by local farmers and poor,
this is becoming aroused by the French monk Peter Hermits ser18

mons. The local bishops and the emperor's representatives tried to
protect the Jews, but often did so in vain.
** Jewish converts translate parts of Talmud into Latin, and the
Pope illuminates it in band [see 700]. King Louis IX of France orders Talmud burned.

1147:
During the Second Crusade, Jews in France and other countries
were exposed to massacre, because it was thought that they cooperated with the Muslims. After this a series of Christian countries began to expel the Jews.

Approximately 1200:
The first manuscripts of the Kabbalah are found, and it is claimed
that the book was created before time. It is used as a doctrine writing for the Jewish mysticism. The most important of these writings
are the Zohar. According to this doctrine the universe is ruled not
by a single God but of many divine powers and there are established rules for Jews over Non-Jews according to the Talmudicracist morality.

1204:
Maimonides (Jewish philosopher) dies. He has published an extensive series of writings in Jewish law and philosophy. He believes
that the Torah is before all Creation that logic and revelation are
consistent with each other and that only God can be described
through negations. In his codification of Talmudic Law (Mishneh
Torah) he writes, among other things the following:
"A Jew may not follow the Christians and not bow to their images
.... A Jew must burn a Christian city down and which is not allowed
it to be built again ... Jews should hate them who are misleading
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them and must not forget to hate all Christians, not kill a Christian
missionary or attribute him some good works .... "
"With regard to Non-Jews, who we are not at war with .... They
should not be killed, but it is forbidden to save them if they are
about to die of other causes. For example one of them falls into the
water, so he should not be rescued, because it is written: “Thou
shall not go against your friends. But a Non-Jew is not your
friend."

1215:
Fourth Lateran Counsel II decides that Jews and Muslims need special attire, so they can be recognized from other citizens. Therefore,
it was mandatory for Jews to wear a hat. They also lived in specific
areas, which were called ghettos. Jews are forbidden to lend money
to Christians and Jews must not have young Christian girls employed as domestic servants.

1233:
Pope Innocent IV orders the Talmud burned.

1234:
A number of Jews accused and convicted of having kidnapped and
tortured one four year old Christian boy from Norwich. Several
Jews found guilty and hanged for the crime. The boy is later on declared a saint (William of Norwich).

1236:
Pope Gregory IX condemned the Talmud.
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1243:
The Jews are accused of stealing and torturing a consecrated (transformed) Host from a Catholic church. The Catholic believers think
that they have evidence on that Jews actually believe that the Host
is transformed into the body of Christ, but at the same time refuse
to bow to the Son of God. This leads to anti-Jewish riots.

Approximately 1250:
Thomas Aquinas writes in his commentary on Galatians that:
"From the church's beginning, the Jews persecuted the Christians,
as clearly told in the Acts of the Apostles, and they would do the
same today if they were able to do so."

1290:
King Edward I exhibit all Jews from England and announce that
those who choose to stay will be executed.

1348:
Pope Clement VI issues a papal bull to protect the Jews as one of
the contemporary citizens or which meant were responsible for the
plague ("The Black Death").

1396:
100,000 Jews deported from France

1413-14:
A great Jewish-Christian debate takes place in Tortosa (Spain). The
participation of a number of Catholic cardinals and Jewish rabbis,
and it is the Pope's personal physician, the Judeo-Christian convert
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Joshua Lorgui, who had taken this initiative. The aim is to get the
Jews to realize the truth of Christianity and convert to the "true
faith". This did not happen, but after the debate about the Talmud
the pope decides that in the future this should be subject to censorship, but must not be burned.

1421:
Several thousand Jews deported from Austria

1430:
A Spanish Franciscan, Alfonso Espina, who is a convert from Judaism, publishes a statement ("Fortalitium Fidei"), where he lists the
characteristics which make it possible to distinguish false converts
(Sephardic Jews, "Judios Ocultos") from the genuine ones. Among
the characteristics to be observed in this context is whether a convert avoid the sacraments, working on Sundays, fail to do the sign
of the cross, do not mention Jesus and Mary, or go irregularly to the
exhibition.

1450:
Pope Gregory IX condemns the Talmud, which he believe contains
"Any kind of meanness and hatred against the Christian religion."

1475:
21/3: The boy Simon of Trento (Italy) tortured and murdered by
Jewish Kabbalists. The case is resolved by the court and the guilty
Jewish confesses (under torture). Simon declared later as a Catholic
saint. He is again removed from the calendar of saints after the second Vatican Council (1965).
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1478:
The Spanish Royal Family (Ferdinand and Isabella) create the
Spanish Inquisition to free them from papal control. This court has
jurisdiction only over the baptized Christians and its main task is to
examine whether the many Jews who claim to be converted to
Christianity really is genuine Christians, or whether they are Sephardic Jews, and thus a threat to national security (in the fight
against Moors). Court begins its work in 1481 and the next twelve
years about 13,000 converts are judged to secretly be practicing
Jews. Approximately 700 are burned at the stake.

1492:
** The Spanish King Ferdinand II and his wife Isabella believe that
Jews conspire with the Moors (Islam) in southern Spain, and therefore decides to expel the Jews (Sephardim). Some of these choose
to convert to Catholicism, and this is not always honest
thought. Hence the term "Sephardic Jews". Other emigrate and
many of these end up in Salonika, which at that time was situated in
the Ottoman Empire (now in Greece), where they found the Ottoman Jewish community.
** Pico della Mirandola (1463-94) develops a Christian interpretation of the Jewish Kabbala (see Glossary). He believes it can confirm the truth of Christianity through the Kabbalah.

1494:
Jews are deported from Italy. Many immigrate to the Ottoman Empire.

1496:
Portugal deports all Jews who would not convert to Christiani23

ty. Many immigrate to the Ottoman Empire. Those who choose to
convert known as Marrano Jews.

1536:
** The Portuguese Inquisition is begun amongst other issues to
keep an eye on the converted Jews who many believe is still unreliable and a threat to the state. This continues until 1821.
** Erasmus, who is a theologian specializing in the Hebrew language, turns against the Jews. He wrote to the Inquisition in Cologne:
"Are there any among us who do not hate this breed? .... If it is
Christian to hate the Jews, we are all Christians here."

1543:
Reformers are suspected by many of being in the same league with
the enemies of the Church and the Jews. Martin Luther tries to disprove this in his pamphlet "On the Jews and their lies", where he
writes:
"Their Talmud and their Rabbis teach them that a murder should
not be regarded as a sin when a Jew kills a Non-Jew, but only if
Jew kills a brother in Israel. Nor is it a sin to break an oath that is
given to a Non-Jew ... Jews in our days remains committed to these
doctrines and follow their fathers' example ..."

1546:
Martin Luther said in his last sermon a few days before his death:
"You must know that all Jews revile and abuse the Savior's name
day after day ... they are our subversives and they hate the Lord Jesus Christ, they call the Blessed Virgin Mary a whore and her holy
24

son a bastard child and a freak. If they could kill us all, they would
do it .... "

1553:
Pope Julius II's orders in his Papal bull "Contra Hebreos retinentes
Libros" the Talmud to be burned wherever it exists.

1557:
Oliver Cromwell gives Jews the right to return to England, they
were expelled from by Edward I in 1290.

1561:
Morano-Jew [see Glossary] Joao Miguez, who had emigrated from
Portugal and who had previously lived life as a devoted Catholic
has come to Constantinople. Here he has replaced his Catholic faith
with Judaism, and therefore changes to the Jewish name Joseph
Nasi. He is a prominent man at the Sultan's court and is in 1561 offered a larger land area of Palestine (part of the Ottoman Empire) to
build a Jewish state. The project does not evolve because he cannot
obtain the necessary support in the Judean environment.

1569:
28/2: Pope Clement VIII publishes papal bull "Cum Hebraeorum
Malitia" in which he forbids the faithful to read the Talmud. This
should be seen in the light of his position, which is that:
"The whole world is suffering because of the Jews' usury, their monopolies and their scams. They have made many unfortunate people
poor, especially farmers, workers and the poorest. "
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1588:
Pope Sixtus V sanctifies Simon of Trient (see 1475).

1600:
The Catholic philosopher Giordano Bruno says about the Jews that
they are
"Such a nuisance and dangerous race that they deserve to be wiped
out and destroyed even before they are born."
Bruno is later on burned at the stake for heresy (not for its AntiJudaist attitudes).

1626:
Sabbatai Zvi is born in the city of Izmir in the Ottoman Empire. He
supports the contradicting philosophy (see Glossary) and declares
himself later on as the long-awaited Jewish Messiah, which gives
him a large group of followers, which is called the sabbatical
movement.

1648:
This year the Jewish Kabbalists predicted that the Messiah would
come, and many thought that Sabbatai Zvi was the Messiah. In the
following years, many Jews are fleeing from the Ottoman Empire
to Western Europe.

1652:
The rabbi authorities in Izmir throw Sabbatai Zvi and his followers
out of the city.
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1666:
Sabbatai Zevi (1626-76) is caught by the Sultan's authority and given the choice of converting to Islam or being executed. He chooses
the former and then announces publicly that he has abandoned the
Jewish faith and has converted as a Muslim. Following about 200
Jewish families converts to Islam and the founder of the Turkish
Dönme sect (dönme = converts in Turkish), which is therefore considered by many to be a Judaist part of Islam.

1672:
Sabbatai Zwi is deported from Istanbul and accused of denying Islam. He travels to Duleigo (Albanie), where he died in 1676.

1673:
Three hundred Jewish families of Salonika (the Ottoman Empire)
voluntarily convert to Islam. These Jews are called "marranos" or
Sephardic Jews. They follow Jacob Querido, who is married to the
late Sabbatai Zwis fourth wife, who counts himself as a reincarnation of Zwi.
In several other European cities the Jews are following Queridos
requests and convert to Islam. The converts is sparred of paying the
special kosher tax that the Jewish community was collected and
dhimmi tax that Muslims exacted by the infidels. The Sabbatists
continued even after their formal change of religion to practice their
Jewish-Sabbatist doctrine.

1774:
Voltaire (1694 - 1778) writes:
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"Why hate all Jews? It is the inevitable result of their laws, which
stipulates that they either have to conquer everything, or that they
will be hated by the whole human race ..."
"The Jewish nation has an unquenchable hatred of all other nations
and rebel against all authority; they are always distrustful and always greedy for getting the same wealth as others, they are always
barbaric ....." (Essai sur le moeurs ).

1776:
1/5: The German Catholic Sephardic Jew Adam Weishaupt ("Spartacus") establish a group named "Order of Perfectibilists" (known
for "Illuminati" = the enlightened). Company's organization was a
copy of the Jesuits and its teachings were based on Talmudic Judaism. The aim was to abolish all monarchical governments and all
religions.

1785:
The government of the German state of Bavaria makes "Illuminati"
(see year 1776) illegal and closes all Bavarian departments.

1822:
The Christian Greeks revolt against the Ottoman Empire and wants
an independent state. The Turkish Jews allies with the Turks who
slaughter Christians in Constantinople. In return the Greeks murder
all the Jews they can find in Greece.

1862:
Moses Hess writes in "Rome and Jerusalem" and:
"We Jews will always be strangers among the Gentiles .... It is a
fact that the Jewish religion is above all a kind of Jewish national28

ism.... Every Jew is, whether he will or not, tied to solidarity with
the entire Jewish nation just through his birth.... It is primarily Jew
and only secondarily human."
Italy will be united and get Florence as the first capital. The Jewish
ghettos are disbanded at the request of the Jews themselves.

1838:
13/6: Rabbi Stephan F. Wise says to the New York Herald:
"Hitler is right in one respect. He calls the Jewish people a race
and we are a race."

1840:
Karl Marx (1818-83), whose grandfather was a rabbi in Trier,
writes that America, with or without a single ethnic Jew, has become "a state with a Jewish spirit" and that it may have taken
"Jewish ideology of greed and alienation (alienation)".
Marx, who is a Jew and jurist, converts to Lutheran Christianity to
be allowed to practice as a lawyer.

1843:
In New York B'nai B'rit is founded as a secret society, 70 years later this company establish the American Anti-Defamation League
(ADL), whose task it is to lead international intelligence on all people in the world who criticize the Jewish racism and / or Israel.

1848:
Karl Marx publishes the Communist Manifesto, Communism’s
main text, which forms the basis for the creation of a whole social29

ist world and the subsequent "cold war" in the following century
between the socialist and capitalist countries.

1860:
** Theodor Herzl is born, and writes the Zionist Reform-Judaic
most important book "Die Jude State". His basic idea is that antiSemitism is the natural reaction to the behavior of Jews in the NonJewish community, and to create a better life for the Jews, there is
therefore a need for a special Jewish state. Herzl is not religious
and he gets no support from the Catholic Church who believes that
the Jewish state would only serve as a bastion for increasing the
power of Jews as most Jews continued to live in the Christian countries.
** Herzl writes in one of his books that
"I believe that anti-Semitism will help to educate Jews. In 50 years,
if we still have the same social order, it will have created a nice
and presentable generation of Jews who are endowed with extreme
sensitivity of honor."(Amos Elon: Herzl, Rinehart and Winston, NY,
1975)

1862:
17/12. The American general and later President Ulysses S. Grant
forbids Jews to reside in the areas he controls. The aim is to fight
the black market.

Approximately 1885:
"The Protocols of Zion" is produced. No one knows the authors, but
the earliest versions of the text are in Russian. The text lists the
methods to be used for the Judaic assumption of control of the
world. There is disagreement on whether the scriptures are true or
whether they are made for propaganda purposes of anti-Jewish
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groups, but regardless of their origin, they achieve a status as the
world's most famous anti-Jewish scripture. In Tsarist Russia's defense prohibited and in the later Soviet Union, it is associated with
death penalty by owning a copy of this paper.

1879:
The German anarchist Wilhelm Marr introduces the concept of
"Anti-Semitism" as he starts an Anti-Semitic Association. The first
Anti-Semitic Congress meet in Dresden in 1882 and subsequent
congresses meet in Kassel (1886) and Bochum (1889). An increasing number of parliamentary representatives in Germany and Austria are joining the Anti-Semitic conduct, which is the basis of
modern Zionism (Theodor Herzl) and its claim for a special Jewish
homeland.

1880:
Political Zionism is deleted from Reform-Judaism, and discards all
metaphysical speculations and declare Judaism as a racist community, whose goal it is to recapture Palestine. This expression is
mainly articulated by Theodor Herzl, who wrote the book about
"Jew State" in which he makes it clear that a prerequisite for the establishment of the Jewish state and the Jewish future prosperity is
anti-Semitism, which he therefore perceives as a beneficial ideology to be maintained.

1881:
The German composer Richard Wagner writes:
"I consider the Jewish race to be the born enemy of humanity and
all that is noble in this; it is certain that we Germans will go under
before they do it, and maybe I'm the last German who knows how to
stand as an art-loving man against Judaism, which is already gaining control of everything." (Religion and Art)
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1883:
Karl Marx dies. Marx was of Jewish descent, but he was also
strongly anti-Semitic. He believed that
"Jews in Poland is the most evil of all races"
That Ferdinand Lassalle (Social Democrats leader) was a "Nigger
Jew" and that the Jews' religion exclusively is about selfishness
(racism) and about making money. Marxism followers usually allege that Marx merely criticized today's most greedy capitalists
who - coincidentally - almost all were Jews.

1884:
The social liberal Jewish (Danish) newspaper Politiken is founded
by Edward Brandes, who believe that there is a need for a nonChristian newspaper. The magazine evolves over the next 50 years
to become the country's leading opinion former and body for antiChristian and pro-Israeli journalism. Each magazine's editors are
Jews, yet keep the newspaper - with great success - his Judean
character hidden from the public, while leading the criticism of all
religions other than Jewish.

1887:
In Odessa (Russia) the Jews own 35 % of all factories and produces
57 % of all industrial goods (Slezkine, 2004).

1894:
The Jewish writer Bernard Lazare writes about the expulsion of the
Jews from various countries:
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"If this aversion to Jews only had appeared in a certain period of
time or in a particular country, then it would be easier to find the
causes of this anger that had triggered the expulsion. But the matter is that this anger has been revealed by all the people that they
[the Jews] have lived among. As enemies of the Jews belongs to the
most diverse races, has lived in various countries far apart, and
since the expulsions took place under completely different political
and legal circumstances, and since those who expelled them not
had the same morals and the same habits and since those who displayed them had different reasons, we conclude that the causes of
Anti-Semitism has always been in Israel [Jews] themselves, and not
of those who have fought against them. " ("L'antisemitism son story
et ses Causes")

1897:
On 29/8 the first meeting of the International World Zionist Congress is held. The meeting held in Basel (Switzerland) and involved
representatives from 16 countries. They are discussing various options for a homeland for the Jews. Most want Palestine, but Uganda
is also mentioned as a possibility. The meeting is chaired by Theodor Herzl, who wrote in his diary that he also said:
"It is very important that the Jewish suffering gets worse ..... It will
help us to realize our plans .... I have an excellent idea ..... I will
promote Anti-Semitism to destroy the Jewish wealth .... AntiSemites will assist us with it when they strengthen the persecution
and oppression of Jews. "
Herzl is elected president of WZC.

1900:
In the Jewish newspaper The New York Times (11/7) writes Rabbi
Wise that
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"There are 6,000,000 living, bleeding, suffering argument in favor
of Zionism."

1902:
According to the Encyclopedia Brittanica’s (ed. 1902) article on
"Anti-Semitism" in past years 6 million Jews has been killed during
pogroms in Czarist Russia.

1904:
25/1: Theodor Herzl went in audience by Pope Pius X, and asked
for his support for a Jewish state in Palestine. This pope did not to
support, and he said among other things:
"We cannot prevent the Jews from going to Jerusalem, but we can
never accept it. If the land of Jerusalem has not always been sacred, it has become it with Jesus Christ .... The Jews have not recognized the Lord, and therefore we cannot recognize the Jewish
people. Jerusalem shall not be under Jewish control. "

1905:
** The first attempt to overthrow the Russian Czar and establish a
socialist regime through a coup fails. The rebellion is led by the
Russian socialists / Jews and when it fails a large part of them are
fleeing to Germany, which is the only country in Europe that will
take them.
** November. In the journal "The Maccabean" in London it is said
in an article:
"The revolution in Russia is a Jewish revolution, a crisis in Jewish
history. It is a Jewish revolution because Russia is the homeland
for half of the Jews in the world, and a removal of the despotic regime, which they live under, will have great influence on the many
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millions who live there and the thousands who recently emigrated
to other countries. But the revolution in Russia is a Jewish revolution because the Jews are the most active revolutionaries during
the Tsarist regime. "
** The Japanese win a territorial justified war against Russia because they have better weapons. These weapons have partly
been purchased with funds donated by American Jews, who here
sees an opportunity for a rebellion with the Tsarist regime. These
funds are partly donated by the German-American financier Jacob
Schiff (1847-1920) (See also 1917).

1906:
** The psychoanalytic movement, led by Sigmund Freud, consists
of 17 members, all of whom are Jews.
** The Jewish philosopher Otto Weininger writes in his book "Sex
and Character" that:
"There's hardly ever been born a genius among Negroes and their
morale is overall so poorly that in America they are recognizing
that their release was a mistake."

1908:
** Different secularized Muslims and Sephardic Jews with roots in
dönmeh sect and the "Committee for the unity and progress" (Ittihadve Terakke) take control of the Turkish part of the Ottoman
Empire. Their goal is to establish a Jewish state in Palestine, to start
a world war to wipe out the Christian population (Armenians) and
to replace the Islamic religion with a Jewish, positivist philosophy
obtained from Vienna, Paris, Italy and Salonika. It succeeded for a
time, to create a constitutional government, and this makes the political leadership under the Sultan send a letter to the British Foreign Office, where they report that "Young Turks" is a SephardicJewish movement.
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** Jews constitute 0.95 % of the German population and 31 % of
the richest families. In Austria, 7 out of 12 CEOs of major corporations are Jews with association with the major banks. (Szlezkine,
2004)

1910:
40 % of all high school students in Vienna's are Jews and among
those whose fathers are engaged in trade accounts Jews 80 %
(Slezkine, 2004)

1911:
** 1/7: According to The London Times, the newly formed "Committee for the unity and progress" in Salonika (Turkey) A Sephardic Jewish (donmeh) conspiracy.
** The German economist Werner Sombart, who claimed to be
Marxist, writes in his book "Die Juden und das Wirtschaftsleben"
that Max Weber was wrong. Capitalism is not a Protestant, but a
Jewish phenomenon. The Jewish theology is much older, more
powerful and cleaner than Protestantism, and Judaism is therefore a
prerequisite for capitalism. These include amongst others secularism, rationalism, religion, personal freedom and AntiChristianity. The result of this is the concentration of economic
power in the banks and the finance capital’s control of the media
and thus the "democratically elected" politicians. The book was
considered to be pro-Jewish when it was published, but after WW2
classified as anti-Semitic.
** The first film studios in Hollywood were founded and soon it is
shown that the film industry has an unparalleled importance in
shaping public opinion of ordinary people. In a later edition of Encyclopaedica Judaica it is stated that:
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"All the big Hollywood companies, with the exception of United
Artists, were founded and are controlled by Jews."

1912:
Jacob Schiff creates Anti-Defamation League (ADL) as part of
B'nai B'rith in the United States. ADL seeks to pursue all kinds of
"Anti-Semitism", which is meant criticism of Jews, Jewish racism
and - later on - the Jewish state (Israel).

1914:
The start of the First World War The international Jewish banking
dynasty Rothschild lends money to all the warring states (Germany,
England and France).

1915:
** The Jewish factory owner Leo Frank lynches in Georgia because he has raped and murdered a young Christian girl. This leads
to the creation of the ADL (Anti-defamation league).
** The Ottoman (Islamic) kingdom based in Constantinople (Turkey) is overthrown by a Sephardic Jewish movement rooted in the
Turkish "Donate". The movement calls itself the "Young Turks"
and led by a young officer Mustafa Kemal, who later takes the
name "Atatürk" (Father of the Turks).
** As part of the hostilities of the collapsed Ottoman Empire 1-2
million Armenian Christians will be murdered because they are believed to be potential partners with the Turks' enemies, the Christian Russians. The Young Turks will not operate (today) take responsibility for this and refuse to the case of genocide.
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1916:
The war develops such that most expect Germany to win. The war
has taken place outside the borders of Germany. A Jewish-Zionist
delegation from America arrives to England, where they meet with
Secretary Arthur James Balfour, who also is Jew.
The delegation offers to use the controlled media in the United
States to turn sentiment against Germany, and thereby bring the
United States into the war on the English side. However, this will
only happen if the British would love to give the Jews a state in
Palestine, which they liberated from the Ottoman Empire, and
which is now a protectorate.
The British are in favor of this proposal (the Balfour Declaration),
and soon lots of anti-German propaganda appear in American
newspapers. Americans have otherwise not been willing to engage
in this European conflict, but now are having antipathy with the
Germans, and the United States therefore enters the war on the
English side.

1917:
** 2/11: Balfour Declaration drawn between the British Foreign
Minister Balfour and the Jewish world federation. This agreement
promises the British to give Jews their own state in Palestine if, in
return Jews - through their control of the American press - can turn
sentiment in the United States and Americans to declare war
against Germany. They succeeded and the Germans, which otherwise - in their own opinion - was to win the war, losing instead. This also creates the German hatred against the Jews ("stab
legend") which Hitler later uses in his political agitation.
** In "The Jewish communal register", year 1917-18, says: "Mr.
Jacob Shniff (1847-1920) financed the enemies of autocratic Russia". Jacob Shniff was German-American Jewish banker and "the
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enemies of autocratic Russia" was Lenin's Bolsheviks (See also
1905).
** In October the Russian Bolshevik takes the power in a coup led
by Vladimir Lenin. The Bolsheviks has for a long time been funded
by several Western companies, including of the American Jewish
banker Jacob Schiff, who sees the Bolsheviks as an effective weapon against the Czar, which he considers to be responsible for the
Russian Anti-Semitism.
** The historian Viktor Shklovsky believes that 40 % of the Army's
leaders, 42% of the members of the Petrograd Soviet, 31 % of the
Bolshevik delegates and 37% of the socialists at the first AllRussian Soviet Congress, were Jews. In the politburo 3 out of 7
members were Jews. A similar Judean domination exists in other
parts of the new Soviet power (Slezkine, 2004).
** Bolshevik leader Lenin are pretending to be ethnic Russian, but
his sister Anna is in 1924 discovered that their grandfather was
Jew, and therefore she thought Lenin was Jew. This discovery
Lenin's successor, Stalin, however, keeps hidden, and thereby the
regime's enemies cannot use it as a verbal weapon (Slezkine, 2004).
** One of the first laws the new Soviet regime introduces death
penalty for anti-Semitism.

1918:
April: Robert Wilton, a correspondent in Russia for the London
Times, writes that the new Russian rulers are the 384 Commissioners of which two Negroes, 13 Russians, 15 Chinese, 22 Armenians
and more than 300 Jews. 264 of the latter came from the United
States, after the All-Russians Government’s collapse (April 1918).
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1919:
** Jan. 18: Versailles Peace Conference, whose delegates acc. Germans - consisting mainly of Jews. The conference is led by
the American financier Bernard Baruch, who was also Jewish. Amongst other decisions it is decided to impose Germans to
extensive war reparations that force them to cede large areas of
land and to ban German rearmament and the establishment of colonies.
** February 8: England's war and aviation minister Winston
Churchill writes:
"From the days of Spartacus-Weishaupt [see year 1776] Karl
Marx, Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun (Hungary), Rosa Luxemburg
(Germany) and Emma Goldman (United States), this world-wide
conspiracy to overthrow civilization has grown continuously .....
There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of
Bolshevism and the current Russian Revolution, as these internationalist and for the most part atheistic Jews have played. What is
certain is that it is very large, probably larger than all others.....
"(Illustrated Sunday Herald)
** March 29: The correspondent for The Times of London writes
the following about the Bolsheviks in Russia:
"One of the characteristics of the Bolshevik movement is its high
percentage of non-Russian part in its management. Out of twenty
or thirty commissioners or leaders who represent the central leadership of the Bolshevik movement are not less than 75 % Jews."
** October 31: In "The American Hebrew" Martin H. Glynn, former governor of New York writes that:
"from the other side of the sea 6 million men and women are calling out for our help .... Six million men and women are dying".
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** In some other Jewish controlled media - including New York similar stories are mentioning 5 or 6 million murdered Jews. After a
few years this figure goes into oblivion and today there is nothing
in the history books.
** In his book on the Soviet prison camps ("Gulag Archipelago,
vol. 2) Aleksandr Solzhenitzyn writes that all the major camps for
political prisoners were ruled by communists of Jewish background. The names were: Aaron Solts, Yakov Rappoport, Lazar
Kogan, Matvei Berman, Genrikh Yagoda and Naftaly Frenkel.

1920:
** In Hungary, 59.9 % of all physicians, 50.6 % of all lawyers and
39.25 % of all privately employed engineers are Jews. Similarly,
Jewish domination exists in all Central European countries
(Slezkine, 2004).
** In the issue of The American Hebrew (10/9) it is quoted that:
"The communist revolution in Russia is created by Jewish intelligence, and is a result of Jewish dissatisfaction and Jews setting up.
Its goal is to create a new world order. What the Jewish intelligence so excellent have had implemented in Russia, will also be
implemented in the rest of the world by means of Jewish mental and
physical forces."
** "Protocols Of The Learned Elders Of Zion" will be released in
the UK, after first having been held by the British Museum since
1905. The source of the document is unclear. It pretends to be a
plan for global Jewish takeover, and in 1921 Henry Ford claims
that the only thing he knows about this document is that it fits exactly to what actually happens in the world.
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1921:
The American historian Nesta Webster is searching - like Bernard
Lazare (1894) - to explain Anti-Judaism. In his book "World Revolution or the Plot Against Civilization" she writes that:
"Since the earliest of all times, the Jews have always been known
among the people among whom they lived, as profiteers ...... Jews
have always formed a rebellious division in the states, which they
have lived in."

1923:
The secular Turkish state is founded by Mustafa Kamal
("Ataturk"), who originates from the sabbatical Muslims. There are
around 25,000 of them today (year 2009). [See year 1666] and
many consider them as Sephardic Jews. In this view point, the
Turkish state philosophy has to be understood and its basis of secularism and nationalism.

1924:
** Josef Stalin from Georgia becomes Prime Minister of the Soviet
Union. Stalin's real name is "Djugashvili", which in Georgian
means "son of a Jew". His three wives are all Jews and one of the
first laws he adopts, it is that anyone found guilty of AntiSemitism, should be sentenced to death.
** In his book "You gentiles" written by Maurice Samuel, who is
secretary of Chaim Weizmann, head of the World Zionist Movement it quotes:
"We Jews are destroyers and we will remain so. No other creates
will live up to our wants and needs. We will always destroy because
we want to create our own world."
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1927:
October 28: "Jewish Tribune of New York" writes in an article:
"Freemasonry is based on Judaism. Take out the Jewish doctrine
from the Masonic rituals and what is left?"
** Rabbi Isaac Wise writes:
"Builders are a Jewish movement whose history, graduation, official objectives, secret signs and explanations are Jewish from beginning to end."

1928:
June 1: In the Rothschild-owned French magazine "La Revue de
Paris” a letter from Baruch Levy to Karl Marx is published. The
letter states:
"The Jewish people as a whole will be its own Messiah. It will attain world domination by dissolving the other races, by breaking
the boundaries down, fighting the monarchy and establish a global
republic in which the Jews can be citizens. In this “new world order” Israel's children will become leaders without encountering
any resistance. "

1929:
The Austrian doctor, Jew, atheist and psychoanalyst Sigmund
Freud (1856 - 1939) develops a therapeutic form (dream interpretation), which is inspired by the Jewish Zohar. Freud explained his
own "genialness" as follows:
"Because I was a Jew, I was free of many prejudices which have
prevented others from using their intellect".
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He described all forms of organized religions (except Judaism), as a
kind of collective neurosis. In his book on "Culture burden", he
claims that there is a fundamental conflict between the individual
and society. The Western Christian culture is sick and the disease
caused by the contradiction between the individual biologically
based need for sex and aggression on the one hand and society's
need for social order on the other. The idea that God is just an expression of man's need for a father figure, and - after Freud's opinion - just compensation for a real father.
This essay lays the foundation for the German-American "Frankfurt
School", which will be important in Western countries in the aftermath of the Second World War, when the theory of sexual repression is also used to explain western man supposedly incurable tendency to Anti-Semitism.

1931:
Father of psychoanalysis Sigmund Freud describes in a letter himself as a "fanatical Jew".

1933:
** January. Adolf Hitler gets power in Germany by democratic
means. The Nazi movement is largely financed by large Jewishcontrolled companies in Europe and the US. One sees this movement as the only antidote against communism. Jews and communists are detached from public office in Germany and all Jewish
newspapers are closed down, except the Zionist newspaper.
** July. A Jewish World Congress in Amsterdam declares war on
Nazi Germany. This war must start with a trade boycott, and the
head of the US delegation to the Congress Samuel Untermyer says
on the radio that
"... The Jews are the world's aristocracy.... Our campaign is about
boycott of all German goods, ships and services."
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Since Germany imports 2/3 of its food, then one also need to export
and it becomes much more difficult with this boycott, as you get
Germans to fear that they must starve. The Jewish boycott of German goods in the US could make the Germans to respond with a
boycott of Jewish shops in Germany.
** Hitler signs the Transfer Agreement (Haavara Agreement) with
the Zionists in Palestine. Eichmann speaks Hebrew and is sent to
Palestine to negotiate the agreement and Hitler issues a jubilee coin
in silver with the Star of David on one side and the swastika on the
other side. It is made in celebration of this agreement, which seeks
to start-up work between Hitler and the Zionists so they will be able
to lead the German and European Jews from Europe to Palestine,
where they will help to prepare the futuristic Jewish state.
Approximately 60,000 German Jews immigrates to Palestine, and
they are allowed to take their belongings and money with
them. Other European countries want to copy the Haavara Agreement on Jewish emigration and Czechoslovakia, Romania, Hungary
and Italy make similar agreements.
** Hitler allow Germany's only Zionist newspaper to continue publishing up to 1940 and his so-called Nuremberg laws, which prohibited marriage between Germans and Jews, corresponds completely to the wishes of the Jewish community, which submit to
avoid racial mixing.
Hitler's personal lawyer (Hans Frank) was Jew and this mixed with
his Zionist sympathies made many believe that he hds Jewish
roots. It was claimed that Hitler's grandmother - Anna Schicklgruber - had become pregnant while she was a maid in a Jewish
family Frankenberger in Graz. And the family father supported her
financially for 14 years, even after she is not working in the house
more. It is therefore believed that Hitler's father was a Jew.
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If the story is true is not known because Hitler did everything in his
power to hide his family background. Hitler's nephew William
Patric Hitler blackmailed him (before the war) for a larger sum of
money due to a threat to reveal his Jewish background. Hitler paid
the money to him. Furthermore, we know that the Austrian government in 1935 (caused by the anti-Nazi politician Dolphus) conducted a study of Hitler's family background, and the research
showed that Hitler was the grandson of one of the leader of the
Jewish Rothschild banking dynasty.
To conceal his or her family background Hitler destroyed a number
of tombs in his hometown after his troops had occupied Austria.
** America's newly elected President Roosevelt shut down all
German-Jewish immigration. The aim was to get the German Jews
to travel to Palestine as the Zionist leaders wanted.
** The American historian Charles Cutler Torrey (1863-1956) publishes "The Jewish Foundation of Islam". The book examines the
history of Islam and theology, showing the Jewish roots of the Islamic religion.

1934:
** March 24: The British newspaper Daily Express writes on the
front page that "Judea declares War on Germany". The article tells
about the Jewish World Federation, which organized the congress
in Amsterdam and from here has decided that the Jews throughout
the world are at war against Germany.
** May 6: The world-famous American-Jewish writer Gertrude
Stein agitating to Hitler to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. In an
interview she said:
"I believe that Hitler should have the peace prize, because he is
currently removing all elements of conflict and struggle in Germany." (quote: New York Times Magazine).
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** The Soviet secret police is renamed NKVD. NKVD is one of the
most Jewish institutions in the Soviet Union. In 1937, in the midst
of the Stalinist terror and extermination, the Jews constitute 60% of
directors of the secret police, the state security and the management
of labor camps. The Jewish domination of the Soviet Union's leading bodies disappears in the early 1950s (Slezkine, 2004).
** Zionist Vladimir Jabotinsky says:
"The fight against Germany has now been running for several
months, and all Jewish communities, trade unions and individual
Jews throughout the world participate. There is reason to believe
that our part in this fight is of general importance..... We will start a
spiritual and material war all over the world against Germany.
Germany is trying namely to re-live a great nation and to regain its
lost territorial areas and its colonies. But our Jewish interests dictate us to demand the total destruction of Germany, both collectively and individually, because the German nation is a threat to us
Jews."
** A Canadian journalist asks Adolf Hitler why he pursues the
Jews. Hitler responds:
"Give me a single example that I have pursued these people. If it
was not for me, then there would not be a single Jew living in Germany today. If you think they are persecuted, then go out and look
at their synagogues. There is not a single building stone which has
been destroyed. But I have stopped their plundering of the German
people .... Although Jews make up less than 2% of the population,
they controlled the former press, banks and major companies, all of
which were directed towards Germany's destruction .... "
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1935:
** September: Nazi Party in Germany adopts Nuremberg laws,
which prohibits marriage and sexual relations between Jews and
Germans, and declares that the Jews are a national (not religious)
minority. "The Zionist newspaper Jüdischer Rundschau praises
these decisions as complying with Jewish beliefs and interests.
** May: SS newspaper "Das Schwarze Korps" declares its unconditional support for Zionism and writes in his editorial that:
“It will not be long before Palestine will be able to receive its sons
who have been absent for more than a thousand years."
** Hitler introduces - in agreement with the German Jewish-Zionist
leaders - the so-called Nuremberg Laws, which prohibits marriages
between Jews and Non-Jews.
** Hitler set up the first of a total of 40 agricultural centers in Germany, who must train the German Jews to live and produce in the
kibbutzim in Palestine, which they are expected to emigrate.
** Passenger ships under Nazi-Zionist leadership sail from Germany to Palestine to bring Zionist Jews to their new homeland according to Zionism and Adolf Hitler's racist basic idea. This traffic begins in 1933 and ends in 1942 because of the war. To encourage
emigration Nazis Zionist creates training camps in Germany, where
immigrants will learn farming and weapons training in the future. The Nazis deliver in this context weapons to the Zionist
movement, which increasingly are fighting against the Arabs.
** Stalin inserts millions of political opponents in prisons and concentration camps. Most of these camps are led by Jewish commanders, according to Stalin choice, because he knows that they
will not feel pity for the inmates (acc. John Sack).
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** Sigmund Freud is in an interview (by Joseph Wortis) asked if he
believed that the Jews were a superior people. He answers:
"I think that they are today .... when you consider that 10 out of 12
Nobel Prize winners are Jewish, and you consider all their other
great achievements in science and art, then you have every reason
to perceive them as being superior."
Freud's theory is that Western culture based on sexual repression. This culture is characterized by anti-Semitism, which is a
pathological feature of all Non-Jews and a reaction against the Jewish superiority ("Moses and Monotheism", 1939). This theory is
taken over by the "Frankfurter School", which is headed by Jewish
intellectuals such as Adorno, Horkheimer, Fromm and Marcuse).

1936:
Jews account for about 2-3 % of the US population but yet dominate the American media. Fortune Magazine writes that:
"At least half of the opinion-forming media and attitudes governing
media in America are on Jewish hands."
These media - especially the film industry - plays a major role in
shaping the US attitude to the Second World War and the country's
position against Germany.

1937:
** December 18: Several German newspapers announce that there
is now a death penalty for murdering Jews. A person named Joseph
Reinhardt has just been sentenced to life imprisonment for murdering a Jewish merchant.
** Cardinal Parcelli (later Pius XII) draws as papal nuncio (ambassador) an encyclopedia against German Nazism. He even becomes
Pope in 1939, but will not issue a number of letters against Nazism
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or the alleged mass murder by gassing 6 million Jews. Nowadays
this, and with the Catholic Church's own eyes, he is therefore considered to be the first Holocaust denier. Nevertheless, both John
Paul II and Benedict XVI want to saint him.
** The American Jewish professor A. Kulisher said to the press
that:
"Germany is the Jews' enemy and will meet with deadly hatred. The
goal of Judaism today is: a merciless campaign against all the
German people and the complete destruction of the German government. We require a full trade embargo and a ban on imports of
raw materials. We demand revenge against every one of the Germans, woman or child. "
** Stalin's purges in the Soviet Union hit a large number of the old
leaders of the revolution days and much of the military leaders. Alexander Solzhenitsyn assesses in his book "The Gulag Archipelago" that the total number of slaughtered people in the Soviet
Union in the period from 1918 to 1959 is 66 million. This figure is
based on the Russian statistician IA Kurganov’s research.

1938:
** November 9: Anti-Jewish riots breaks out in several German cities, which led to Jewish shops being smashed and 91 Jews were
beaten to death. The riots were triggered by the announcement of a
young Jew had murdered the German diplomat Ernst von Rath in
Paris. The anti-Jewish sentiment that triggered the riots should be
seen in light of the fact that the Jewish world federation had declared war on Germany (1933) and that American Jews campaigned in speaking and writing for the annihilation of the German
people (see e.g. "Germany Must Perish"). The date of these events
is today called "Kristallnacht" and it still marked in large parts of
the Judean dominated world with memorial demonstrations.
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** The American Catholic Father Coughin has one radio programs
with the most listeners in the United States, where he often criticizes Rosevelt’s New Deal politics and talk about the existence of
an alleged Jewish financial conspiracy.
** American Jewish Committee indicates that there are 15,748,000
Jews in the world in total.
** The World Almanac indicates that there are 16,599,250 Jews in
the world.

1939:
At the end of this year, only about 200,000 Jews remained in Germany and 57,000 in annexed Austria. The residue, ca. 400,000, has
been allowed to emigrate to the United States, Palestine, Britain,
China, Central and South America (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and
Bolivia). Today these people and their descendants are regards as
"Holocaust survivors".
** The American actor Erroll Flynn travels to Spain to write a book
with his friend Dr. Hermann Erben, who besides being Jew and a
Nazist (see Glossary: Judeo-Nazism), is also the agent of the Gestapo. Erben sells some of his photographs of the fighting communists to German magazines, hereby the Nazis will be able to
track them down and execute them.

1940:
In England PR Messon and Borge Jensen send out the pamphlet
"Hitler's policy is a Jewish Policy" in which they explain that the
Nuremberg laws, which were accountable in Germany, are expressions of Talmudic ideas and highlights that Hitler has been supported financially by the Jewish banks (see 1933).
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1941:
In January The Zionist Stern group are training its soldiers in Fascist Italy in agreement with Hitler. They also offer Hitler the possibility to enter the war on the German side, as they share English as
common enemy. The group has, among other things Yitzhak Shamir as a member, and he will later become Israeli prime minister.
** Charles Lindberg said in a speech that
"The three most important groups that pushed this country into the
war are the British, the Jews and the Roosevelt administration."
** The American Jew Theodore N. Kaufman publishes in the US
the book "Germany Must Perish". The book includes a plan for:
"Eliminating the German nation and eradicate its people from this
earth" (quote from the Preface).
The book gets good reviews in Time and The New York Times.

1942:
** December 3: Chaim Weizman, president of the World Jewish
Congress in New York, says:
"We do not deny and we are not afraid to admit that this war is our
war and that it has been started with the aim of liberating the Jews
.... Stronger than all the other fronts all put together is our front,
the Jews. We not only provide the war with financial support,
which the entire war production is dependent on, we also supply
the propaganda apparatus that creates the moral energy that keeps
the war going."
** Ilja Ihrenburg, Jewish-Soviet propagandist, believes that there 6
million Jews have been killed in Hitler's concentration camps.
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1944:
** November 14: Management of the German concentration camps
(SS Obergruppenführer) issues an order stating:
"After talking with the National Office for Internal Security revises
I enclose my order of 30 / 8-1944 and commands represent that all
sick Jewish prisoners immediately should be transferred to the
nearest hospital and be treated by Jewish doctors. If needed, the
Jewish doctors can also be transferred from the camp hospitals. After successful treatment, both persons are sent to the camps. "
** November 22: Red Cross visits Auschwitz again, prompted by
rumors of gas chambers and mass executions. The report of this
visit says that:
"We have not been able to find any trace of installations intended
for mass killing of civilian prisoners."
** The later Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shami is leading the
Jewish terrorist group Stern, which executes Count Folke Barnadotte, who they believe is a anti-Zionist. This happens in despite of
the fact that he personally has secured 21,000 concentration camp
prisoners' release.

1945:
** January 27: Auschwitz is liberated by Russian soldiers. The
Germans are retreating, and the prisoners have been given the
choice of staying in the camp or to follow the German soldiers. Most choose the latter. In the Russian newspaper Pravda it is
written the day after, that the Germans had already executed the
camp's prisoners.
"With an electricity carrying cable in a basin of water."
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This is written before the Allies have succeeded to coordinate the
so-called "testimony" about life in the camps.
** November 20: The Nuremberg trials initiated against Nazi leaders. It is declared in the court premises that one "shall not prove
what is generally known." This makes it unnecessary for the judges
to prove the existence of Hitler's alleged gas chambers for mass
killing.
** Auschwitz is liberated by the Russians. The well-known Jewish
"Holocaust survivors" Elie Wiesel choose - along with his father not to wait for liberators, but to follow the German soldiers, who according to his own words - would exterminate all Jews in gas
chambers.
** At the end of the war there are still about 5,000 Jews living in
Berlin.

1947:
** July 31: President Harry S. Truman wrote in his diary:
"The Jews have no sense of proportion when it comes to world politics. The Jews are, in my opinion, very selfish. They do not care
how many people from Estonia, Latvia, Finland, Poland, Yugoslavia and Greece, who is murdered and abused, so long as they even
get special treatment. And when they get many things - physical, financial and political – then neither Hitler nor Stalin can compete
with them when it comes down to ruthless abuse of the conquered."
** The British had before WW2 said that there would not be allowed any more Jewish immigrants to Palestine, because they
wanted to protect the Palestinians against the Jewish terror, which
also hit the British soldiers. UN acknowledged at this time that Palestine was to be divided into two states, one Jewish and one Arab,
and that they should have Jerusalem as a shared capital, open to all
religious faiths. At that time, Jews owned 6 % of Palestine, yet the
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UN adopted Resolution 181 that they should have 57 % of the
country and the Arabs the rest.
** The Swedish Count Folke Bernadotte, who is UN's envoy to the
Middle East, writes in his report that:
"Zionist pillage on a grand scale and the destruction of villages
without apparent military targets ..... That is a violation of basic
principles to prevent these innocent victims of the conflict from returning to their homes, while Jewish immigrants pour into Palestine... and threatens to permanently replace the displaced Arab refugees who have been here for centuries."
Count Bernadotte was responsible for sending the "White Buses"
(1945), who saved thousands of prisoners from concentration
camps. This does not prevent him getting murdered by the Zionist
terrorist group Lehi in 1948.

1948:
** New York Times indicates that there are now between 15.6 and
18.7 million Jews in the world [see also the year 1938].
** Rothschild’s banking dynasty provides 2 million dollars to Harry S. Truman's election campaign, on the condition of he recognizes
Israel as an independent state. Which he does 11 minutes after the
state officially is founded. The Israeli flag has the Star of David and
a blue line at the top and bottom. These lines represent the rivers
Nile and Euphrates, and signals Israel's view of its own biblical
borders that goes against what is known today as Syria, Jordan,
Lebanon and parts of Saudi Arabia.
** American Jewish Committee indicates that there are now
15,753,000 Jews in the world (see 1938). The figure votes poorly
with the alleged number of deaths during the Holocaust, but it does
not matter accordingly, because the Holocaust "cannot be explained
rationally." (Elie Wiesel)
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** State of Israel is founded on a portion of the area in which the
British had liberated from the Ottoman Empire in World War
1. Constitution of Israel says that all people in the world who has a
Jew as a mother, grandmother, great-grandmother or greatgrandmother are Jews, and therefore they are automatically citizens
of Israel, regardless of where they live. The Jewish state is attacked
by Arabs who believe that it is in their territory and the Jews are using this opportunity to chase the Palestinians out of the country. Some Zionists claim that the Bible gives them the right country
and that they have always lived there. Nevertheless, 80% of Israel's
population of Eastern European (kazarian) origin, and thus has no
historical roots in Palestine. Of the 800,000 Palestinians who lived
in the area before 1948 650,000 is pushed out using terror and these
people gather in refugee camps in neighboring countries.
** Captain Anton Muller and his deputy Emil Lachout send a message to the military police in Vienna. The message is probably
meant to be included in the forthcoming trial of Nazi leaders. The
letter is sent to the "Military Police Service Circular Letter No.
31/48 Vienna 10" and it sounds like this:
"The Allied investigative commission has so far discovered that no
people have been killed with poison gas in the following concentration camps: Bergen-Belsen, Buchenwald, Dachau, Flossenburg,
Gross-Rosen, Mauthausen and its satellite camps, Natzweiler, Neuengamme, Niederhagen (Wewelsburg), Ravensbruck, Sachsenhausen, Stutthof, Theresienstadt. In these cases it has been shown
that the confessions presented, has been caused by torture and that
they are false. It must be taken into account when making investigations and interrogations of war crimes. The results of this study
should be submitted to the former concentration camp prisoners,
who in their own time claimed that humans were - especially Jews with poison gas in those concentration camps. If they continue to
insist that this is the truth, then one should indict them for false
statements of witnesses."
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1949:
** The Israeli state founder David Ben-Gurion said:
"My idea of the messianic ideal and the messianic vision is not
metaphysical, but socio-culturally and morally ..... I believe in our
moral and intellectual superiority, on our ability to be a model for
mankind's salvation. The faith I have, based on my knowledge of
the Jewish people, and not in any mystical religious faith; the divine glory present is found inside of us, in our hearts, and not outside of us."
** The Frenchman Paul Rassinier, who was a Communist and who
have been in several German concentration camps, is traveling
around Europe to be able to talk to the so-called "survivors" from
these camps, who claims that there has been mass execution using
gas. He finds nobody who has actually seen this happen in real life,
and when he does not even have seen signs of such mass killings,
he writes a book in which he presents his opinion, which is that the
stories of gas chambers and mass execution are false propaganda,
calculated to cast a shadow on the Germans and make their war effort illegitimate. Rassinier is considered today to be one of the first
revisionists ("Holocaust deniers").

1950:
Israel passes a law that guarantees every person in the world with a
Jewish mother the right to citizenship in Israel. The same court offered the exception of Palestinians who have been residents in the
country for 1300 years. The Israeli legislation is explicitly racist. Only Jews must immigrate to Israel. Jews and Non-Jews cannot
marry. Non-Jews cannot buy land and property. Non-Jews cannot
own newspapers and media.
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1951:
The Israeli intelligence service Mossad is formed, which opens a
wide range of acts of terrorism and kidnappings over the
world. Mossad is working closely with the US Anti-Dafamation
League (ADL), and the Mossad motto is:
"You need to win the war by way of deception."

1956:
A new edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica is published. It is 11
years after the war and Nuremberg trial is over. Nonetheless, there
is nothing in this encyclopedia about gas chambers or 6 million
murdered Jews. It says simply that Hitler put the Jews in concentration camps and forced them to work.

1958:
Elie Wiesel publishes the first edition of his book "La Nuit" (night),
where he tells about his time at Auschwitz. Nowhere in the book
gas chambers are to mentioned, in return he argues about the Jews
were burned on pyres and the flames could be seen from far
away. At the dedication of the Holocaust Museum in Washington
(1993) says Wiesel anyway, "From Washington, London, Geneva,
Stockholm and to the Vatican, everybody knew that at the end of
1943 up to four million Jews were murdered by the Nazis."

1960:
Haim Cohen, former judge of the Israeli Supreme Court says: ".... it
is bitter irony that the arguments, which in its time were used by the
Nazi propaganda to justify Nuremberg laws (see 1935), now is used
as an argument as a definition of Judaism in the state of Israel."
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1963:
President John F. Kennedy is shot. Before then, he has made himself unpopular in violent Zionist circles, due to he has repeatedly
made it clear to the Israelis that he would not accept that Israel was
a nuclear power. His successor (Lyndon B. Johnsson) does not
maintain this policy.

1965:
** The Catholic Church completes its second Vatican Council,
where the Declaration on the Jews (Nostra Aetate) says that it was
not all Jews who were responsible for Jesus' death. The Catholic
Christianity is now seen as a development and continuation of Judaism, and not as a proposal to the Jewish theology.
** Many Catholics call themselves Jews, even if they are formally
members of the Catholic Church (Sephardic Jews).
** Paul VI forbids the worship of Simon of Trient (died 1475) and
other saints, which - after the church's previous learning - was ritually murdered by Jews. These include amongst others William of
Norwich (died 1144), Richard of Pontoise (died 1179), Herbert
Huntington (died 1144), Dominic Val (died 1250), Conrad of
Weissensee (died 1303) Anderl of Rinn (died 1462) and Lorenziono Sossio (died 1485).
There are a total of 113 cases of this kind, the last of which is from
1900. All are examined by the ecclesiastical court and accepted as
true. But now the church prohibits its members to honor these
saints as it is an expression of "anti-Semitism".
** The phrase "Oremus pro perfedis Judea" (We pray for the perfidious Jews) are removed from the liturgy, and a brand new exhibition scheme is prepared, where prayers and bible quotes, which
tells about Jesus' fight against Judaism, is removed (see year 100).
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** United Nations General Assembly adopted the International
Convention on the Elimination of all forms of racial discrimination. In this Convention racial discrimination is described as follows:
".... Any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on
race, color, descent or national or ethnic origin which results in a
cancellation or non-recognition of human rights and fundamental
freedoms of the public life, political, economic, social, cultural or
other areas."
After this Convention, Israel is a racist state and Zionism a racist
ideology, since all legislation in this country distinguishes between
Jews and Arabs, and gives rights which differ regarding the purchase of land, education, the right to housing, wages. Although 20
% Arabs live in Israel, there has yet never been an Arab in the government.

1966:
The Jewish art historian Eunice Lipton writes about his choice of
profession:
"I wanted to be where the Jews are, therefore I chose a profession
that would allow me to acknowledge my Jewish background because of the people I would be circumvented. Art history is a profession that is filled with Jews ...."

1967:
** June 8: Israeli fighters and torpedo boats are attacking the
American warship USS Liberty, located in international waters in
the Mediterranean Sea off Israel. The Israelis accuse the Egyptians
of being responsible for the attack, with the aim of bringing the
United States into the war (between Israel and Egypt) on the Israeli
side. As a result of this attack there are many casualties; 34 US soldiers dies and 174 are wounded.
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Under normal circumstances, such action would be considered a
declaration of war, but that will not work. The press quiets the story
down, and US sailors are told that they must not discuss this incident with others due to "security reasons". A congressional hearing
about the attack is forbidden, because the question whether or not
the attack was intended could elicit "anti-Semitism".
The day after this attack Israel illegally occupies the Golan Heights,
which they take from Syria. The purpose of this occupation is to
give Israelis better access to water.
** June 10: Six-Day War between Israel on the one hand, and
Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Iraq on the other, ends. Israel wins when
Americans support them with equipment and intelligence information. Israel conquers the Golan Heights, Sinai and the areas
known today as Gaza and the West Bank.
** The Jews in Israel claims that God has given them the land they
now live in, which goes from the Euphrates to the Nile and that
they have always lived in this area. One commentator writes:
"These arguments are quite similar if Italy were to argue that they
were entitled to all the countries which the Roman Empire once included and that they thereafter conquered these countries and expelled their population".

1968:
In his book "Legends of Our Time" writes Elie Wiesel that:
"Every Jew shall hold somewhere in his consciousness a portion of
hatred - healthy and vibrant hatred - for what the German personifies and for everything that is considered to be German."
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1969:
Jews account for about 1% of the US population yet holds the 27 %
of teaching jobs at the law schools, 23 % of medical schools and 22
% of the biochemical faculties. Jews make up 36% of all law professors, 34 % of all sociologists, 28 % of all economists, 24% of all
political scientists, 22% of all historians and 20% of all philosophers (Slezkine, 2004).

1970:
** Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre creates Pius X Company as a
counterweight to the council doctrine church's growing liberalism
and Judaism. He appoints four bishops and the company devotes
about 400 priests who work around the world. The company recognizes the pope, but rejects the second Vatican Council. Man rejects
two-covenant theology in the Roman Church and its teachings to
Moses' covenant with God as authentic as Jesus. This doctrine asserts that Christianity is a continuous extension of Judaism, and that
you therefore may well be a Christian and Jew at the same
time. This is in clear contrast to the New Testament’s teachings and
Jesus' own words. For the council doctrine church it is more important to please the Judaic press and its demands for believing in
Holocaust, rather than the Gospel demands of faith in Christ.
** More than 50 % of the most influential American intellectuals
are Jews. (Slezkine 2004)
** The Soviet "Great Soviet Encyclopedia" is published in 22 volumes (in English). This encyclopedia contains numerous articles on
the Second World War, which in Russia is called "The Great Patriotic War". No articles mentions anything about that Hitler wanted
to exterminate the Jews and that he had gas chambers for mass killing or that 6 million Jews died Jews during the war.
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1971:
The Jewish Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel declares that it was not the
Jews, but Christianity, who died in Auschwitz.

1972:
There are formally peace between Israel and Lebanon. Nevertheless, Ehud Barak (later Prime Minister of Israel)
leads an Israeli commando in Lebanon, where they murder a number of Palestinian leaders, including the writer Kamal Edwan and
his entire family. Afterwards, the Israeli Special Forces conduct
other targeted killings of this nature; to remove the intellectuals
who in orally and written form supports the Palestinians.

1973:
** April 15: Democratic Senator J. William Fulbright says to CBSTV:
"The United States is subject to Israel .... Israel controls the Senate.... this has been demonstrated again and again, and it makes it
hard for the government."
** In an attempt to win back the territories that Israel has occupied
(the Golan Heights, Gaza and the West Bank) Egypt, Jordan, Syria
and Iraq declares war against Israel. The United Arab countries
prosper in the beginning. But then the Americans decide to give Israel massive military aid, which turns the fortune of the war
around, so the Israelis win the war.
Vice President Spiro Agnew says:
"The people who own and manage the nationally influential media
are Jews, and in cooperation with other influential Jews, they have
pushed for creating America's disastrous policy in the Middle East.
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All you need to do is to check the real people behind this policy and
then you will find a much higher concentration of Jews than they
are elsewhere in the population.... With nationally influential media, I think the biggest news services and opinion poll institutes,
Time and Newsweek, New York Times, Washington Post and International Herald Tribune. E.g. CBS's Mr. William Paley is Jewish,
Mr. Julian Goodman, which controls NBC is Jewish and so is
Leonard Goldenson from ABC...... Like this you can continue everywhere ... not only with whom owns the media, but also with regards to whoever leads them and who sits in the executive
boards.... and then you will find out that by using their aggressiveness and their many initiatives, they now dominate the news media.
But not only the media, but also the academic community, financial
institutions and major foundations.... Our policy in the Middle East
is, in my opinion, disastrous, for it is not balanced. I cannot see any
reason for that almost half of all our development aid should go to
Israel, if not it is caused by the influence which the Zionist lobby
has.”
Spiro Agnew is hereafter accused of "corruption" and October 10th
he is forced to resign from office.
** Of the 2,500 people who are the core of the American art market
(art sellers, curators, critics and collectors), it is estimated that 7580 % are Jews.
** David Ben-Gurion, Israel's first prime minister, dies. One of his
quotes is:
"If I were an Arab leader, I would never sign an agreement with Israel. This is quite normal. We have taken their country, God promised it to us. But what's in it for them? Our God is not theirs. There
have been anti-Semitism, Nazism and Auschwitz, but was it their
fault? They only see one thing: we have come and have stolen their
country. Why should they accept this act? "
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1975:
** April 30: America leaves Vietnam, after killing 1,5 million soldiers and civilians of North and South Vietnam with bombs, poisoning, starvation and executions. Americans do not believe that
the number of deaths and their destruction of the Vietnamese country justifies that they give an excuse, and no museum in the United
States commemorating the Vietnamese suffering under American
occupation.
** November 10: The UN General Assembly adopts that Zionism
is a form of racism. US protests as they believe that Israel is "the
only democracy in the Middle East". UN adopts Resolution no.
3379, which states that Zionism is a form of racism. One quote
amongst others:
"Every doctrine based on racial segregation and supremacies (the
study of a chosen people) are scientific false, morally condemnable
and socially unjust and dangerous."
** December 4: The Jewish philosopher Hannah Arendt dies in
New York.

1976:
The American professor Arthur Butz publishes "The Hoax of the
Twentieth Century". Butz is a professor of electrical engineering at
Northwestern University and a number of Jewish organizations are
threatening to withdraw their financial support back to get him
fired. But the university believes that he has the freedom to publish
his personal opinions when this does not happen in the university
context. The Jewish organizations do not want to participate in any
debate with Butz and are looking to quite it down. The book is considered today as one of the well-documented revisionist writings,
ever written.
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1977:
December 25: The Israeli Knesset passes a law (no. 5738-1977), after which Christians who gives the New Testament to an Israeli
with the aim to convert him can face up to 5 years in prison.

1978
** March. In response to an attack in Israel, where 30 bus passengers are killed, the Israelis are attacking Lebanon and occupying a 6
kilometer long strip of land outside the Israeli border. From here
they are bombing Lebanon with cluster bombs killing 1,500 Lebanese and Palestinians, most of whom are civilians. The attack is only stopped when US President Carter threatens to cut off all US aid
to Israel. It is afterwards revealed that the Israelis have planned this
invasion several years before it occurred.
** October 16: The Polish Archbishop Wojtyla becomes the first
non-Italian pope in 455 years. He chose the name John Paul II. His
mother is Jew, which - legally - also makes him a Jew and a potential Israeli citizen. This is information which the Catholic Church
does not share with its believers.
** Elie Wiesel describes in the New York Times Auschwitz as
something that:
"Cannot be explained or visualized .... The Holocaust is outside the
story.... the dead are in possession of secrets which the living are
not able to understand... The Holocaust is the ultimate mystery that
no one will ever be able to understand or explain." (Quote Slezkine,
2004)
** The spokesman for the World Jewish Congress, Nahum Goldmann, writes in his book "The Jewish Paradox" that:
"Germans have all in all paid 80 billion dollars....without the German war refunds which began rolling in already in the first years of
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the existence of the state, Israel would not have had half of its present infrastructure: All trains in Israel are German, the ferries are
German and the same goes for the electrical installations and a
large part of Israel's industry .... Israel currently receives hundreds
of millions of dollars in German currency each year ... Some years,
the sums of money that Israel receives from the Germans, have
been two or three times greater than the contribution of Jews
around the world have gathered. "

1979:
** July 29: The American-Jewish philosopher Herbert Marcuse
dies. His books "Eros and Civilization" and "the one-dimensional
man" have placed him as one of the Frankfurt School's most influential thinkers. Some consider him to be "youth revolt" father. Marcuse's philosophy is based on Sigmund Freud and Wilhelm Reich and it's a basic idea that all civilization is repressive
(especially sexual), and that the natural response to this repression
is rebellion. - January. In Playboy Magazine Marlon Brando says in
an interview about the Jewish control of Hollywood, that in the film
industry you can:
"View all races get messed, except the Jews, for they do not want it.
This kind of behavior must simply not be displayed on the canvas."
** An American TV series called "Holocaust" appears in most European channels. This incorporated the term "holocaust" as a synonym for the Nuremberg process postulated mass gassing of Jews in
the Polish concentration camps. This series is instrumental in promoting the cult of the Holocaust in Western countries, where you
have to discuss everything and doubt everything except the Jewish
understanding of history. There arises in the Judean controlled
press and via Hollywood a new successful edition of the "Jewish
myths", as the Apostle Peter warned Christians against 2,000 years
ago (Titus 1/14).
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** A famous photograph titled "gassing chamber in Dachau" is
published to counter the revisionist criticism of the victors’ historiography. It shows an American soldier who helped to liberate the
concentration camp Dachau. He is reportedly in front of the camp's
gas chamber where the door is a skull. It turns out, however, that
there is a disinfection chamber for delousing of clothes, and international "Holocaust historians" admits shortly after in academic
debates, that there were no gas chambers for execution in either the
camp or other German concentration camps. This is not to be notified to the general public.

1980
March 23: Several hundred copies of the New Testament are
burned on the streets of Jerusalem at a public ceremony organized
by Yad Leachim, a religious organization, supported by the Israeli
Ministry of Religion.

1982:
** The Israeli army enters Lebanon with the purpose of attacking
Palestinian military positions. Beirut is bombed and 20,000 civilians are killed. The Israeli army commander Ariel Sharon invites
the Phalangist militia to the Palestinian refugee camps, which causes the deaths of 3,000 unarmed Palestinians. As a result of the war
PLO is displaced from Lebanon, where in the following years they
instead form a second militant organization, namely Hezbollah.
** Israeli Prime Manachem Begin said in a speech in the Knesset
[parliament]:
"Our race is superior. We are the holy gods on this planet. We are
as different from the inferior races as they are from insects. In fact,
other races, in comparison with ours, like a kind of animal, you can
name them cattle in best manner. Other races are human waste.
Our destiny has to rule over the inferior races. Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by our leaders with an iron hand. The masses
will kiss our feet and serve us as slaves." (Quoted from an article
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by Amnon Kapeliouk, "Begin and the Beasts," New Statesman, 25 /
6-1982).

1985:
** Jack Bernstein publishes the book: "The Life of an American
Jew in Racist Marxist Israel". He wrote:
"I am fully aware of the tactics that my Zionist brethren use to
make the people silent, which reveals their subversive acts. If it
comes to a Non-Jew they cry: 'you are anti-Semite', which is not
nothing more than a smokescreen to hide their actions. ... But if it is
a Jew, then they go to a different tactic. First, ignore the accusations, and hope that they are not being heard. If they are heard by
many people, they try to ridicule the information and the person
who comes with them. If this does not work, then the next step is to
make a character-destruction. If the author or speaker has not been
involved in any scandal, the one ensures that it happened. If none
of this is effective, then we go over to physical attack. But you never
try to disprove the information provided. "
** Jack Bernstein tries to enter into dialogue with the AntiDefamation League on live TV, but the ADL does not join
in. Shortly hereafter, Bernstein is murdered, probably by Mossad.

1988:
** Anti-Defamation League (ADL) starts a worldwide campaign
against the so-called "hate speak". The campaign consists of a
global competition to write the best article and the best proposals
for eliminating hate speak. The people, who ADL believes are particularly vulnerable to this kind of speech, are Jews and homosexuals and in the winning text propose global censorship of film, television and other media, based on the principle that if a person has
felt offended by what is said, then it is illegal. It emphasizes that
the illegality is not dependent on whether the statement is true or
not. "Truth is no defense" they say, and this principle is later used
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as the basis for several European countries ban on "Holocaust denial" where the provable truth of a statement, do not make this legally, if it has been offensive to Jews.
** Historian James Bacque publishes the book "Other Losses" in
which he explains the Allies' treatment of German prisoners in concentration camps after the war. The book cites soldiers who have
worked in these camps, and it is estimated that about 1 million
German people died. Later it turns out that more than 9 million
Germans, both soldiers and civilians, have died as a result of the
policy which the Allies used in the first 5 years after the war.
** Historian Paul Johnson writes:
"In 1500 the Jewish community was built with the aim of producing
intellectual .... the Jewish community was designed to support them
.... Suddenly, around 1800 this ancient and very efficient social machine for the production of intellectual began to change. Instead of
sending its products into the closed circuit of rabbinical studies ....
it left a growing proportion of them to go out into civilian life. This
was a fundamental change that influenced world history." (Johnson
1988, p. 340)

1989
** USSR collapse and power is taken up by a number of mafia
syndicates (oligarchs). Of the seven dominant oligarchs are the six
ethnic Jews (Slezkine, 2004).
** In the former concentration camp Auschwitz, now a museum,
the monument for the dead is replaced, which so far has claimed
that 4 million inmates died in the camp. Now it is corrected to 1.5
million, without giving any reasons for this. This change does not
affect the total number of people who allegedly died in the Holocaust. It is still 6,000,000.
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1990:
** November 5: The Jewish rabbi Meir Kahane is murdered in
New York. Kahane is the leader of kahanists who are popular in the
US and among the settlers in the Palestinian territories. He advocates the eradication of Arabs on Israeli soil and the expansion of
Israel into all its neighboring countries. Kahane makes no secret of
his racism and one of his followers (see year 1994). The Kahanists
publishes extremist Rabbi Alba's writings that advocate that the
Jews are obliged to turn Non-Jews.
** While in 1940 only 3 % of American Jews married Non-Jews,
this number had risen to over 50 % in the 1990s. This gives a concern in Jewish circles and gets the prophecies of a new Holocaust
and new Jew persecution to flourish, and as the experience is that
only anti-Semitism can get the Jews to protect their ethnicity (see
T. Herzl, 1860).
** France passes a law which makes Holocaust denial illegal. This
is followed by other European countries such as Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, Romania, Czech Republic, Lithuania, Poland and
Slovakia. Germany has already had such a law for several years.

1991:
Communism collapsed in the Soviet Union in 1989 and the country went into a kind of neo-liberal economical state. Two years after
the power was taken over by almost eight Mafia-backed oligarchs,
seven of which were Jews with partial residence in Israel. These
groups did not like it when Putin took power due to his goal was to
re-establish Russian control over the country's financial resources.

1992:
Communism has abolished In Russia and the country is now controlled by seven oligarchs, all of which are multi-billionaires and
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former supporters to Boris Yeltsin. Six of these oligarchs are Jews
with the right to citizenship in Israel. Russia has no functioning
government and police and military are in dissolution.

1993:
** Germany's "war reparations" to Israel exceeds 100 billion DM. Benjamin Ginsberg, professor of political science at
Johns Hopkins University, writes: "Although only 2 % of the nation's citizens are Jews, half of the billionaires are Jews, and the
same counts for the CEO’s in all three major TV networks, the four
largest film companies, the nation's largest newspaper chain and the
country's most influential newspaper, the New York Times."
** Former Congressman Paul Findley publishes his book on "Deliberate Deception: Facing the Facts about the US-Israeli relationship" in which he lists all the 65 UN resolutions adopted against Israel because of racism, occupation and terrorism in the period 1955
- 1992. The US has vetoed 30 resolutions, which therefore not have
been adopted.
** Anti-Defamation League (ADL) is revealed in exercising extensive spying and recording of all critics of Israel in the United States
and other Western countries. Data is collected on rightists, leftists
and others, regardless of political and religious opinion. The collected data is sent to Israel, and - in some cases - to South Africa. What is crucial to whether you are registered or not is whether
you are a supporter or opponent of Israel and Zionism. This registration is illegal in the US, but the government chooses to ignore it
anyway.
** Steven Spielberg launches "Schindler's List", which is one of
hundreds of propaganda films, which must incorporate the Jewish
understanding of WW2 and the alleged Holocaust in western audience. In the film, an old man says to the factory owner Schindler,
who saved him, the following:
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"In our holy book, the Talmud it is stated that if one saves a single
life, it is as if you have saved the whole world."
But the quote is wrong. What in fact, stands is that if a Jew saves a
"Jewish life", so it's like having saved the world.
** US Holocaust Museum opened. The museum is considered one
of the holocaust cultures [see Glossary] highest places of pilgrimage and as an ideological basis for Americans' selfunderstanding. The museum will serve as moral legitimacy of US imperialism, whose official purpose has always been to impose "democracy" throughout the world. The museum is therefore right next to the
White House.
** The American Jew and Holocaust explores David Cole are visiting Auschwitz and is allowed to do an interview (on video) with director Francis Piper, who admits that the room that appears to place
guests and presented as "gas chamber" was built by the Russians after WW2.

1994
** February 25: Dr. Baruch Goldstein (from Brooklyn), enters a
mosque in Jerusalem with two machine guns and plenty of ammunition. The Israeli guards stop him and he shoots 35 praying Muslims before he is murdered. The mass murder happens on the Jewish feast day "Purim", which celebrates that 75,000 Persian men,
women and children were killed slaughtered for not wanting to
subordinate them a few thousand years ago. When the Muslims carry the dead out of the mosque, the Israeli soldiers opens fire, killing
another 20 Arabs. Goldstein is later on exalted to Jewish martyr
among the settlers, who writes on his tombstone:
"Here is a saint .... He was killed as a martyr for God in Purim
5754".
** February 27: Rabbi Yaakov Perrin says:
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"One million Arabs are not worth as much as a Jewish fingernail"
(28/2, New York Times).
** September 2: The newspaper Maariv, Israel, writes:
"USA is not commanded by goyem (Non-Jews), but by a governing
power, where Jews participate fully in decision-making at all levels. Perhaps those parts of the Jewish laws that have to do with the
concept of 'goy-management' have changed since this concept is no
longer valid in the United States."
** Rabbi Yaakov Perrin says to the New York Times:
"A hundred Non-Jewish lives are not worth as much as a single
Jewish toenail." (28/2, New York Times).
** After Population Conference in Cairo agreements are made to
get the Vatican and Muslims to cooperate against abortion. Failed
to get similar cooperation with Jewish organizations, which usually
is pro-abortion.
** Under pressure from Jewish organizations Germany (later
France) introduces prohibition of "denying the Holocaust", which is
interpreted as prohibiting doubting number 6000000, existence of
gas chambers for mass killing and Hitler's intention to exterminate
the Jews. Violations carry penalties of imprisonment.
** 16 % of Russia's ethnic Jews consider themselves to be religious. Of those, 24 % Jewish, 31 % Orthodox and 45 % are unresolved followers of monotheistic faith (according to the statistical
study, reported in Slezkine 2004).
** Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburg, director of the Talmud school in Nablus, said the Goldstein massacre was:
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"A fulfillment of a number of bids in the Jewish religious law ....
Among Goldstein's good works are..... to take revenge on NonJews, extermination of Non-Jews who come from Amalak ... and
sanctification of the holy name."
** The Kahanists also publishes Rabbi Alba's writings, which advocate that the Jews are obliged to kill Non-Jews.
** Poland asks Israel to extradite Solomon Morel, who has been
one of the most brutal guards in a Polish concentration camp after
WW2. Morel tortured and murdered a large number of children and
adults, and is therefore accused of "crimes against humanity." But
Israel does not want to extradite him do to the fact he is a Jew and
they believe that the charges reflect "anti-Semitism".

1995
January 26: Elie Wiesel says that "a sensible Christian knows that
the Jewish people did not die in Auschwitz, but Christianity."
(Weekly paper Weltwoche) - US send 5 billion dollars to Israel
each year as "military aid".
** More than 50 % of the Russian Jews (and 13 % of Russians)
vote for the pro-Western leader Boris Yeltsin.
** The former Mossad agent Victor Ostrovsky, who has published
two books that reveals Mossad illegal actions in many parts of the
world, will be invited on Canadian TV, where the Israeli journalist
regrets that Mossad was unable to obtain Ostrovsky extradited from
Canada and have not been able to kill him, as it would provide diplomatic problems. He concludes by saying:
"I hope that there is an honest Jew in Canada that will do the job
for us."
This incitement to murder Ostrovsky reports to the police, but they
do nothing about it.
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1996
** April 5: The American actor Marlon Brando says in an interview with Larry King Live that "Hollywood is run by Jews. It is
owned by Jews." Therefore - he claims - Jews in American movies
are always portrayed as being humorous, friendly, loving and generous. On the other hand, other national and religious groups are often ridiculed. This interview immediately leads ADL to require
Brando removed from the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
** The popular French priest and scavenger Abbé Pierre, who once
fought in the French Resistance and has since helped the homeless,
are expressing support for Roger Geraudy, who has written the
book on "The Founding Myths of Israeli Politics". Pierre is in the
press described as anti-Semite, and is forced into exile in a monastery in Italy.
** US Ambassador to the UN Madeleine Albright (who brags
about his Jewish roots), will be on American TV ("60 minutes").
She was asked what she thought of the sanctions against
Iraq. Albright believed that the purpose of these sanctions is to prevent Saddam Hussein from acquiring "weapons of mass destruction" and corresponds to 500,000 dead children "is worth the price."
** President of the World Jewish Congress, Edgar Bronfman, requires that the Swiss banks pay 1.5 billion dollars for alleged Holocaust victims who allege that they once put their money into these
banks. He cannot prove that this claim is true, but when Bronfman
is one of President Clinton's biggest financial supporters, it is chosen to pay him money instead of having diplomatic problems. As
banks - the same year - examines the claim that they should have
money from Holocaust victims in their accounts, it turns out that is
about the sum of approximately 10 million dollars. This does not
make Bronfman pay the excess amount back.
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** In the Catholic St. Knud Lavard Church in Lyngby parish
(Denmark) the priest Georg Nibler is wearing a priestly robe with
sewn blue Star of David. Nibler uses plain white bread instead of
host shape, allows Protestant pastors to do the transformation and
invites the congregation to take the remaining bread - which was
not included in the sacrament - "home with them for their family." None of which receives a reprimand from the bishop.

1998
** January 26: A letter, dated this day, is sent to President Clinton
by a group of people (mostly) of Jewish background. They call
themselves "Project For A New American Century" and among the
participants is Richard Armitage, John Bolton, William Kristol,
Richard Perle, William Schneider Jr. and Paul Wolfowitz. They
propose to launch a war against Iraq and Saddam Hussein, which
they see as a threat to Israel.
** During a visit to Ireland Bill Clinton says that
"we know that even if you are the leader of a country, it is often
others who make the decisions. You will discover that there are virtual presidents, virtual prime ministers and virtual one or another.... "
** The French philosopher Roger Geraudy who converts from the
Catholic faith to Islam, publishes the book "The foundational myths
of Israeli Society" in which he is critical of the 6-million-myth. The
book leads to the French authorities to impose him a fine of
240,000 francs and a sentence of three years in prison. This comes
after the French laws banning the dissemination of any text that is
in contrast to the Nuremberg process results.
** The French Catholic Cardinal Lustiger (1926 - 2007) is assigned
Nostra Aetate Award for his "ecumenical" work. Lustiger says:
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"I was born a Jew and so I remain, even if it is not acceptable to
many people. For me it is Israel's vocation to bring light to the
Gentiles. It is my hope and I believe that Christianity is the tool to
use in this task."
Lustigers Sephardic Judaism (see Glossary) is accepted by both the
Pope and the religious authorities in Israel. When John Paul II dies
(2005) Lustiger is mentioned to become as a possible successor, but
he is sick and dies shortly hereafter.

1999
October 29: Los Angeles Jewish Times writes:
"Four of the five largest industries in entertainment, is now owned
by Jews. Murdoch's News Corporation (the fourth station) is the
only Non-Jewish which is back - and Murdoch is just as pro-Israel
as most Jews, perhaps more."

2000:
** January: The International Conference on the Holocaust in
Stockholm adopts a declaration, which states:
"It must be ensured that the deniers do not get a platform .... it is
useless to try to disprove the deniers' arguments through normal
historical debate and rational argument."
** George W. Bush is elected as the president of the United
States. Bush claims to be evangelical Christian, but studies of his
family tree gets more of his opponents to describe him as being of
Judaic origin.
** Germany builds and gives two submarines in Dolphin-class to
Israel. The submarines are able to carry and fire weapons and Israelis make it clear that they are able to reach both Moscow and Europe.
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** Norman G. Finkelstein publishes his book "The Holocaust Industry", where he writes:
"Holocaust cult has proven to be an indispensable ideological
weapon. Using this is one of the world's strongest military powers
(Israel) with the longest range of human rights violations, been
able to portray it as a victim. And on the basis of this it has been
possible to provide the most successful and wealthy group in the
United States - the Jews – with a victim status. "

2001:
** The journal ArtNews says that eight out of the ten leading art
collectors in the world are Jews.”
** March 7: Ariel Sharon becomes Prime Minister of Israel. He is
right nationalist general and is responsible for the massacres in the
refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila (1982). His views are also
found in this quote:
"Israel has the right to put others on trial, but certainly there are
not others who have the right to put the Jewish people and Israel
on trial."
He also says about the Jews that:
"... We are Judeo-Nazis, and why not? ... Do not get mad, although
Israeli founders perhaps have killed six million Arabs, or just a million. What does it do? There were certainly been written a couple
pages of history books and we had been called all sorts of things,
but in return we would today have been 25 million people here....
Also today I am ready to do dirty things for Israel, to kill as many
Arabs as necessary, to deport them, to expel them or burn them, to
get them to hate us, to make the ground under Diaspora Jews unstable, so the crying comes running. I do not care if it leads to a
few synagogues will get blown up different places. And I'm also not
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interested whether they accuse me in front of a Nuremberg court,
when the job is done and that imprisons me for life. Hang me if you
will, as a war criminal. Afterwards you may talk about your Jewish
conscience and enter the respectable club of large and wellmeaning civilized nations. What you do not understand is that Zionism's misdeeds are not finished yet, far from." (Quoted by the Israeli journalist Amos Oz).
** September 11: Twin Towers in New York and the Pentagon are
hit by civilian airplanes (it is claimed) and in a matter of hours, the
American police have been so lucky to find a passport on an Arab
citizen in the vicinity of the site. This proves, it is claimed that the
attack was carried out by Arab terrorists led by Osama bin Laden. After the attacks in New York a number of Israeli citizens who
are taking pictures of the scenes and clearly take great delights in it,
are arrested.
The doubt about who was behind the 9-11 spreads quickly, because
a number of technical evidence and indications makes it very unlikely that the explanation should be civilian airplanes. The attack
leader to George Bush declares "war on terror".
** February 9: In The Jerusalem Post the former Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says that:
"What happened on Sept. 11 is very good .... It will create lots of
sympathy for Israel."
** September 22: New York Times writes that there (strangely) only were three Israelis who died in the attack on the World Trade
Center; two on the plane and one that was on a business visit to one
of the towers when the attack took place.
** October 3: Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon says to his political colleague Simon Peres that:
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"America will do one and the other .... I can tell you very clearly
that you do not have to worry about American’s pressure on Israel.
We, the Jewish people, control America, and the Americans know
it." (Quoted in Kol Yisrael Radio)
** The American Rabbi Benjamin Blech writes in a book that the
sacred number "6,000,000" is to be found in the Torah = Old Testament (Leviticus 25/10), where it appears in the original Hebrew
main text. The figure has therefore nothing to do with historical fact
of WW2, but is clearly mythology.
** According to the journal ArtNews; eight out of ten of the richest
art collectors in the United States are Jews.
** The authorities claim that the reason to the poor security in US
airspace, which enabled three airliners leaving their routes and two
of them to hit the Pentagon and the WTC, was due to that on the
same day a military exercise, in which one trained kidnapping of
airmen, was held. Therefore, security was not in order, and the
military jet fighters were alerted too late.
** Adam Goldman is designated as the contact person for the
White House to the Jewish community. No other ethnic groups in
the US have such contact.
** The Americans Wales and Sanger launch Wikipedia, a free internet encyclopedia. Within a few years, the number of articles
grows to several millions, and Wikipedia are Internet users most
used lexical reference. The founders tried to keep the articles religiously and politically neutral, but it's hard.
Today (2009), the work is characterized by a strong Judean trend in
both the selection of the topics to be treated as the way they are described. This can be seen in the very one-sided and distorted articles about the Holocaust, Anti-Semitism, Judaism, David Irving
and Christianity. Wikipedia supports uncritically the Judaic my81

thology, but the work is still a useful tool if you just pay attention
to the ideological angle.

2002:
** In Auschwitz the one monument that has previously displayed
that killed 4 million people were killed in the camp is revised. The
new figure is now 1.1 million. This does not get the Jewish organizations to reduce the total number of Jews killed.
** US under George Bush are invading Iraq with the excuse that
they have "weapons of mass destruction". When one find out that
this is not the case, one does not reverse, but continue the occupation, now with a new argument. The people in the US who have
campaigned for this invasion are especially focused on a radical
neo-conservative group that is dominated by Jews. The entire invitation and occupation of Iraq can hardly be explained otherwise
than as an expression of subservience to Israel, which does not like
Saddam Hussein's support for the Palestinians. The John Hopkins
University assesses in 2008 that the war and occupation have led to
the deaths of 655,000 Iraqis.
** Webster's "New International Dictionary" comes in a new version, where the term "anti-Semitism" has been revised. It now
means that:
"(1) Hostility toward Jews as a religious or racial minority, is often
followed by social, political and economic discrimination; (2) Opposition to Zionism (3) sympathy for Israel's opponents."
** The American psychology professor Kevin Macdonald writes in
the preface to his book "The Culture and Critique":
"The idealization that is formed around the Jewish intellectuals like
Celan, Kafka, Adorno and Freud .... means that the world has been
Judaicated - that Jewish attitudes, interests and values make up the
bulk of what is called Western culture, and is internalized by all,
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both Jews and Non-Jews ...... the current Judaicated western empire is maintained by means of massive mind control, exercised
through the mass media and leading to self-censorship by academics, politicians and anyone else who knows the serious personal
consequences that it has to cross the border for what it is allowed
to think and say about Jews and Jewish causes. This mind control
is supported by a number of false theories about Judaism's history
and the reasons for anti-Semitism."
** The American Yale historian Bryan Mark Rigg publishes, after
10 years of research and hundreds of interviews, the book "Hitler's
Jewish Soldiers". The author estimates that Hitler's army had
150,000 soldiers, 1,100 officers, 79 senior officers and nine generals of Jewish descent the book is not mentioned in the controlled
media.

2003:
** Benedict XVI published his encyclical "Dominus Jesus" in
which he writes that:
"Jesus Christ is the overall value of the entire human race throughout its history. He is unique and one of a kind and have this role,
all alone, universal and absolute."
Hereby Benedict XVI opens up for critical view on his predecessor
Paul VI reformed liturgy, which states that the Jews who rejected
and executed Jesus, will:
"Continue to grow in love and faith in God's covenant (with them)
....".
Paul VI's theology is a two covenant doctrine [see Glossary], while
Benedict XVI expresses faith in super secessionism, i.e. the doctrine of God's covenant in Jesus makes all previous covenants invalid.
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** Malaysia's Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamed said in a speech
that:
"The Jews rule the world by proxy [see Glossary]. They get others
to fight for them."
** The Israeli writer Israel Shamir said at the presentation of the
Norwegian translation of one of his books:
"Let's see the unpleasant truths in the eyes, the Jewish elite in the
United States are pushing to create an Armageddon, also called
Doomsday in Norwegian. They want to create an Armageddon to
elevate the Jewish state to be the world leader. It is a plan devised
by megalomaniac people, but these megalomaniac people manage
the world's only superpower and its Middle Eastern, nuclear-armed
bridgehead ".

2004:
** February 21: The British author David Irving is planning to
come to Copenhagen to talk to an open meeting on the Iraq
war. Irving is prevented from speaking and forced to go home by
young black-clad "anti-fascists" linked to the Youth House in Copenhagen. The landlord of the lecture room is threatened and an organized demonstration is taking place, where vandalizing of the site
is taking place. The meeting must be canceled when the police do
not want to give Irving the necessary protection.
** March 9: President George Bush said in a debate with John Kerry that:
"A free Iraq will help Israel."
** October 16: George Bush signs a document against global antiSemitism. According to this document is that anti-Semitism among
others in the following: 1) Claims that Jews control the media. 2)
Anti-Israeli statements. 3) Criticism of the Jewish religion and its
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literature (Talmud and Kabbalah). 4) Hints of the US government
should be under Jewish-Zionist influence. 5) Claims that the Jews
killed Jesus. 6) Alleged Israel to be a racist state.
** The American Jewish professor Yuri Slezkine argues in his
book "The Jewish Century" that the modern era (20th century) is a
Jewish age where
"we are all in varying degrees have been Jews." (Quote)
** The director of the ADL, Abraham Foxman publishes a book
("Never again"), in which he points out the threat of a new antiSemitism. Here he describes the New Testament story of the Pharisees as being responsible for the death of Jesus, as being a "lie",
which is the reason for centuries of anti-Semitism. He believes that
the New Testament texts are a kind of "hate-speak" and that it
should be censored.
** The American actor Mel Gibson produces realistic Jesus film
"Passion of Christ". The film's texts are exclusively bible quotes
and are showing the Jews' role in the conviction and crucifixion of
Jesus. The film sends shock waves through the Christian communities in the West, and in many Catholic countries they dare not to
show it for fear of acts of anti-Semitism.
** Denmark opens its own Jewish Museum, which is the same
building as the Royal Library, immediately next to Christiansborg. No other religions in Denmark have a similar museum.

2005:
** March 1: Ernst Zundel is extradited from the US to Germany as
a thought criminal. He has published literature that questions the
Holocaust mythology, and is therefore sentenced to 5 years in prison.
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** December 7: Two Israeli soldiers who are on Lebanese territory
are arrested and taken as prisoners by the Lebanese Forces. This
raises an outcry in the controlled media who believe that the soldiers have been kidnapped. Nowhere in this context the fact that the
Israelis hold more than 9,000 Palestinians trapped in camps without
any of judgment is mentioned. Instead, Israel starts to bomb Lebanon's capital and the most populated areas, and the result is (acc.
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert) that "half of Lebanon is destroyed." Despite Israeli criticism about not having destroyed
enough, he believes that it is a success.
** October 19: The German Catholic Germar Rudolf is handed out
by the US to Germany and sentenced to three years in prison for
having written a number of technical articles about concentration
camps, democracy and other dubious aspects of Holocaust history.
** November 29: The Israeli artist Gilad Atzmon says:
"The Holocaust is a hoax invented by the Americans and Zionists in
the Community (newspaper Ruhr Nachrichten).
** December 5: Emeritus Professor Richard Lynn of the University
of Ulster, writes in a blog on the Internet that he has read all 4,448
pages of Churchill's book on the "Second World War" and the
2,054 pages of de Gaulle's "Memoires de guerre" and the 559 pages
of Eisenhower's "Crusade in Europe". None of these writers have in
those books written about Nazi gas chambers, genocide and the six
million Jewish victims. Nobody in the controlled media shows interest in this discovery.
** December 6: President Bush's wife Laura Bush is using the three
rabbis Binyomin Taub, Hillel Baron and Mendy Minkowitz to
make the White House's kitchen kosher.
** David Irving is sentenced three years in prison in Austria for
"Holocaust denial", for a speech he held at a meeting 15 years ear86

lier. The verdict triggers a lot of criticism in the British press and
the Austrians chooses to release Irving early.
** Professor of Physics, Stephan E. Jones of Brigham Young University publishes an article in which he shows that the World Trade
Center buildings could not have fallen in the way and in the speed,
in which it happened, if there had not been placed explosive charges in the building. The article is ignored by the major media.

2006:
** August 24: The American pop star Madonna gives her first concert in Denmark. Madonna is brought up Catholic, but converted to
Kabbalistic Judaism. She is a popular guest in Israel, but creates in
the West mostly attention with highly blasphemous, pornographic
and anti-Christian messages, as illustrated in the choreography of
her shows. Madonna is the best-selling female pop star in the 20th
century. The turnover of her "Sticky & Sweet" tour in 2008 was
1.36 billion DKK.
** December: The Iranian president is organizing an international
conference to talk about the Holocaust. For the first time there is
free access for both supporters and opponents of this point of view,
and the debate is dynamic. On the other hand, the Israeli president
goes to Germany and the Vatican and in gets in this connection the
present rulers understanding of Israel's new goals, which is to bomb
Iran, because they "want to make nuclear bombs." This is rejected
by the president of Iran and no evidence in this context can be
found by UN inspectors. The Israelis, however, do not care.
** John Mearcheimer and others launches "The Israel Lobby and
US Foreign Policy", where the statistical figures and examples
demonstrate the importance of the Zionist Jewish domination of the
American media and their consequent control of US politicians. The book is over 500 pages, it is richly documented, but the
authors are of course in the controlled media claimed to be "antiSemitic".
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** Fritjof Mayer (Ed Spiegel):
"Behind the facade there are also doubts among serious scientists
of the criminal law maintained dogma of the 'six million' - that is
not only at holocaust denials" (ec-magazin, 65/2006)
** Chief Rabbi Friedmann (Neturei Karta) from Vienna says to the
German SZ Magazin:
"The Holocaust is a successful historical fiction. In the last 60
years, all of humanity, regardless of religion, race or nationality,
have been confronted with a so-called Holocaust concept as a reason for many wars, but also to justify economic blackmail".

2007:
** March 1: The former municipally owned property named
"Youth House" in Nørrebro (Copenhagen) is cleared by police. Before then, a year has passed with demonstrations and vandalism, which is estimated to have cost the municipality (taxpayers)
about 100,000 DKK. The legal part about this house is obvious,
when the house is sold to a Protestant free church (Faderhuset) and
they want to use it, when the young squatters are evicted. But it
cannot be done, and the Judean press in Copenhagen is diligent and
loyal in their support to the young "anti-fascists", which actively
manifests their commitment to abortion and their hatred of Christianity and the social order in general. A few young people are arrested by the police and are mostly released subsequently. The police are accused of violence and undemocratic behavior (see also
2004).
** Israel Shamir writes in his article on "The Man higher up" that:
"Holocaust museums are an important factor behind the growth of
Jewish criminality, for they reinforce the feeling that the Jews are
the victims."
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** Website www.jewishtribalreview.org run by Jews and lists Jewish influence in various fields, writes:
"The Jewish influence on modern art is well documented. Around
1973, approximately 75-80% of the 2,500 most important people in
the art market in the United States - art dealers, curators, critics
and collectors.”

2008:
** May 8: Jonathan Romain writes in The Guardian that:
"Vatican II tried to develop a new theology .... but it is undermined
every time the believers read the Gospel, which declares that the
Jews are cursed and that you can only come to the Holy Father
through the Son. If a special Vatican II version of the New Testament with a number of the key passages omitted is not arranged,
then so there will always be a gap between what the scriptures
teach, and what the church is trying to preach."
** May 24: The American Jewish professor and author Norman
Finkelstein ("Holocaust Industry") travel to Tel Aviv with the intention of visiting the occupied territories. However, it is impossible. He is immediately arrested and sentenced to a ban on entry into
Israel the next 10 years.
** August 1: The Israeli daily Haaretz prints a map showing that
the new Israeli Hericho-3 missiles can reach both Moscow and Berlin, and it makes it clearly that these missiles can easily deliver Israeli nuclear weapons.
** Germany decides to give compensation to Jewish victims of Hitler's siege of Leningrad in 1941. The Russians and others killed
during the siege (90 %) receive no compensation by the Germans.
** Israel Shamir writes:
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"When you accept the Holocaust dogma it is a sure sign of subservience in relation to Tel Aviv - New York axis, a sign of the new colonialism."

2009:
** January 14: Vatican magazine L'Osservatore Romano brings a
major papal speech entitled "Christianity is a religion of freedom
and peace". This sympathetic objective is not the Pope to speak
about the US occupation of Iraq and Afghanistan, Israel's occupation and terror against Gaza and the West Bank or a number of
Catholic-dominated countries (Germany, France and Austria) imprisonments of revisionists and Holocaust critics. The freedom that
the Judeo-Christian Pope talks about has its limits, even though the
pope rather does not mention them.
** January 21: Benedict XVI repeals the excommunication of the
four bishops from Pius X companionship. One of them, Richard
Williamson, has previously expressed doubts about the reality of
the Holocaust, and this triggers a global crisis of the Catholic
Church, whose representatives repeatedly promised the Jewish interest groups in Europe and the United States that full and firmly
believes in the Holocaust and the 6 million dead Jews.
** January 26: The German Catholic Bishops press secretary believes that the Holocaust has become part of the Catholic dogma,
and therefore believe that the British Bishop Richard Williamson,
who do not believe in the gas chambers, must change his views, he:
"Cannot deny the Holocaust .... he must follow church teaching"
(Kreuz.net, 26/1).
** January 28: TV stations all over the world show a cut from an
interview with the English traditionalist Catholic bishop Richard
Williamson. This interview is made half a year before by a Swedish
television station during the bishop's visit to Munich. Williamson
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argues that there was less than ½ million Jews killed during the war
and that none of them were killed in gas chambers. The bishop is
fired from his job as rector of a seminary and is threatened by the
Vatican to retract his statements. He does not.
** January 28: The head of Pius Brotherhood in northern Italy Floriano Abrahamowiez which has Jewish roots, says in an interview
that the figure 6 million is symbolic and that the gas chambers in
the concentration camps were used for disinfecting clothing. No
Catholic institution contradicts him, but Abrahamowiez is immediately sacked from his position.
** January 28: The Danish Catholic Bishop Czeslaw Kozon says
the Catholic orientation in connection of the debate concerning the
English bishop Williamson (see 1.28) that he has been guilty of:
"Unacceptable denial of the existence of gas chambers in Nazi extermination camps."
Williamson has never implied that, but the editors of the Catholic
weekly magazine are indifferent and refuse all readers submissions
that contradict the bishop's views.
** February 4: The Jewish historian Anna Foa write a half-page article in L'Osservatoire Romano, in which she tells readers that Holocaust denial is not a historical interpretation, but simply a "lie"
whose goal alone is anti-Semitism. The debate text is allowed to
stand alone, and must therefore be taken in account as the editorial
opinion.
** February 14: In L'Osservatore Romano Benedict XI warns
against denial or reduction of the number of Jews killed during the
"Shoah", the Judeo-Catholic trademark of the Holocaust. How this
objective is according to the predecessor Pope Pius XII during and
after the war not only reduced, but actually not even mentioned this
"Shoa", let alone protested against it, he does not reflect
on. February: The Pope says in his weekly audience that he feels:
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"Full and unrestricted solidarity with the Jews and that he rejects
any idea of denying the Holocaust." (Reported in the Washington
Post).
** February 27: The senior writer at the Danish Catholics leaf
Catholic Orientation, Lisbeth Rütz, writes in her editorial that "The
dialogue continues." Here she talks about the beauty of the Catholic-Jewish dialogue. In Rütz's own magazine, there is no dialogue,
because all debate topics about doubts concerning the bishop's belief in the gas chambers and six million dead are rejected, so readers get the impression that the debate on this issue - among Catholics - are not present in Denmark.
** March 17: Shmuel Rabinovitch, the senior rabbi in Jerusalem,
announces that the Pope cannot bear the cross, if he will visit the
Wailing Wall. The same prohibition, he has previously issued to the
Australian and Irish bishops who have been visiting. April: The US
Department of Justice, "the Department of Homeland Security"
publish documents showing that the respondents consider abortion
opponents to be potential terrorists, and thus a danger to the United
States in its - of George Bush launched - "war on terror".
** November 5: According to the American Jewish professor Deborah Lipstadt, (which is known to accuse David Irving to be a Holocaust denier, which led to a lawsuit where Irving lost), Pope Benedict XVI is also de facto a Holocaust denier, when he does not
mention the number 6,000,000 and talk about the Jews were
"killed" not "murdered".
** May 22: Catholic Orientation talks about the Pope's visit to Israel and Lisbeth Rütz talks about "the six million Jewish victims of
the Holocaust."
** May: Pope Benedict XVI visits Israel despite the fact that the
highest-ranking Palestinian-Christian authority, Archbishop Theodosius of Sebasta makes it clear that the pope is not welcome if he
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does not start with a visit to the Christians in Gaza who are not allowed to travel to Jerusalem or Bethlehem. He does not. One of the
pope's bishops is calling Gaza a "big concentration camp" but the
Pope does not care. He chooses instead to visit the Jewish Holocaust museum Yad Vashe where he - once again – is praying for
"the 6 million dead Jews" during the Holocaust. The genocide of
the Palestinians and the suppression of Christians in Israel and the
occupied territories, he does not mention. The Israelis believe,
however, that the Pope's visit is a success, because it helps to promote tourism.
** May: The American Catholic Cardinal O'Malley says that "the
Holocaust is the most evil human action that has ever happened on
this planet." The 25 million killed Russians in WW2, and the 150
million unborn children murdered through abortion, he does not
find relevant of mentioning. Maybe due to the reason the Jewish
Holocaust institutions in general do not care about Russians and
unborn children.
** August 26: The neo-fascist Danish People's Party, whose leader
is convicted of racism, signifies to the press that they support Israel
against the ongoing Swedish criticism, when the country lets its
soldiers remove kidneys and other valuable organs from the captured Palestinians to sell them to rich Israelis and Americans.
** The American author Texe Marrs writes about the Jewish Lobby's influence in the United States that:
"Based on Jewish interests, we are in the process of reshaping the
world to a large concentration camp. We are camp guards and executioners; the Jews are its commanders and all the world's people
are its prisoners."
** The American historian E. Michael Jones writes in an article
("Culture Wars Magazine") that:
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"Conceptual art is not art, but it is Jewish. It signals the culmination of the Jewish takeover of the modern art. Conceptual art requires no artistic skills, talent, craft skill. It is therefore the reason
for Jews are looking towards it and promote it. It is an example of
the Jews defining art as what they deal with, and not as a relationship with Logos (reason). "
** In the US and Europe competent authorities shall intensify their
attention on so-called "hate crimes", which is particularly antiJewish acts such as vandalism of Jewish cemeteries, threats of violence, swastikas on walls, etc. In some cases it has been found that
these crimes are not committed by right-wing extremists, but by local and Israeli Jews, who - according to Theodor Herzl - sees an
advantage in keeping the myth of their eternal victim status by right
[See 1880, 1897].
** In Catholic Orientation writes Rector of Steno Memorial Gymnasium, Dorthe Enger says that "prayer and spirituality" is a part of
everyday life at this school. In this context, she mentions, however,
that in recent years, a number of school teachers have been sent to
special Jewish-Catholic Holocaust courses in the United States to
communicate the 6-mill-doctrine in the right way for their students.

2010:
** July 26: The American film director Oliver Stone says to the
Sunday Times that the Jewish dominance in the US media is the
reason that nowhere in the world can freely discuss the Holocaust. He also points out that there were many more Russians (40
million) than Jews which died during WW2. Still the western media always focus on the Jews.
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3. GLOSSARY
Second Vatican Council (1962-65):
A large meeting in the Catholic Church where they corrected the
church's teachings into the experiences of WW2 and Jew persecution. Here one surpassed to the belief that God has two covenants,
one with the Jews and one with the Christians. Jews can be saved
without baptism, and the Catholic religion is not a revolt against
Judaism, but part of it. These Judaized performances have evolved
into a genuine holocaust religion that the church today (2009) professes.

Antinomic:
The theological notion that there is a difference between good and
evil and / or that one should choose to do evil to promote its own
salvation at the always forgiving God. The idea exists among others Luther and Zabatei Zwi. Anti-Judaism: Resisting the Judean religion, often justified in the religion racist and supremacist teachings contained in the Torah, the Talmud and the Kabbalistic writings.

Anti-Semitism:
Means - formally - that opposes the Semitic people, no matter what
religion they have. It is about Arabs and other historical peoples of
the Middle East. 80 % of all Jews are not Semites and the vast majority of all Semites are not Jews. Nevertheless, the term often carries propagandistic intent with the same meaning as the term antiJudaism, meaning opposition to the Judean religion.

Holocaust Religion:
The dominant religion variant in the West, which key concepts are:
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6,000,000, gas chambers, Auschwitz and anti-Semitism. A large
majority of the West's residents believe in this religion to such an
extent that they believe that it is reasonable that people who doubt
its doctrines is to be put in prison. This is of course only to avoid
that the two worst culprits of all - Holocaust denial and antiSemitism - must expand beyond Judaism's own framework.

Judaization:
The fact that a Non-Jewish religion is influenced by Judaism and
assumes Jewish standards and a Jewish conception of history,
which happened to the Roman Catholic Church after the second
Vatican Council (1965) and the modern Evangelical Zionist sects in
the United States.

Judeo-Christianity:
This idea that there is no moral or theological contrast is between
Judaism and Christianity. The Jews did not kill Jesus and all his
statements against Jews and Pharisee are invalid, at least after the
Holocaust.

Judeo-Nazism:
It has always been an ideological connection and cooperation between Judaism and Nazism. This is described in many books, for
example "Hitler's Jewish Soldiers". Hitler cooperated with the Zionists in Palestine, which offered to enter the war on the German
side. Hitler also had many Jewish soldiers and he was wholly or
partially Jew. Cooperation between the two ideologies is due to
common positions regarding racism, supremacism and nationalism.

Kabbalah:
An esoteric and mystical interpretation of the Hebrew-Jewish writings. Developed after completion of the Talmud from 7th - 18th
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century. This Jewish learning is usually hidden from Christians because it contains many morally objectionable and anti-Christian elements. Sephardic Jews: Jew who formally converted to Christianity or Islam, but maintaining its Jewish habits and views.

Morano Jews:
Sephardic Jews from Spain and Portugal. Particularism: The view
that only a particular selected part of mankind receives God's
love. Conversely, is universalism, which namely is the belief that
God loves all people and is open for their salvation. Proxy: To
manage through the proxy means to manage through the other, that
is to get others to do the work and the actions that you do not even
want to perform. Racism: The belief that a particular people or an
ethnic group, are closer to God and thus better than others. Racism
leads to supremacism, the doctrine of a people is above the other,
and thus has the right to oppress, kill and mistreat members of other
peoples. Racism and supremacism is best known in the Jewish
(Talmud) and the Aryan (Hitler) version.

Super Session Tourism:
The belief, that the Christian covenant with God in Jesus Christ supersedes all previous pacts, including the Jewish covenant through
Moses. So there is only one covenant, and it makes all previous
covenants invalid (see also two covenants doctrine) supremacism:
A kind of racism. The thought that a particular people are superior
to others and thus have moral rights which others does not
have. Supremacism is different from the belief in diversity, which
recognizes every individual and every people kind features and
special abilities. In supremacism it is asserted that one people is
generally superior to another, more loved by God and thus beyond
the general morale. 6,000,000: Mythological figures in Judaism. A
native of the original Hebrew of the Torah (Leviticus 25/10), but
can be found many times in later Jewish history, which claims to
have been killed "six million" Jews. In most cases, however, later
historians have not believed it. In Encyclopedia Britannica (1902)
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this claim is found, in numerous Judean papers in 1919 it also excites and at the beginning of WW2 (1942) Jewish publications argued that "6 million" Jews were killed. When the later Nuremberg
tribunal claim that Hitler killed "six million" Jews, it is not an expression of a scientific calculation, but the mythology that says
something about who controlled the court.

Talmud:
After Judaism division into Christianity and Pharisaism the new
Jewish holy book, the Talmud, consist of a series of Rabbis interpretations of the Torah. The book is strongly anti-Christian and racist and is therefore kept hidden from the Christians. These believers
discoverer it in the early 1200s after Jewish converts translates and
presents it to the Pope. The book is condemned by the church and a
number of popes.

Two pact doctrine:
The heretic and pseudo-Christian doctrine that Jesus' words about
the road to heaven are only for Christians but not for Jews, who
have their own covenant made between God and Moses. According
to this doctrine, Christianity must not be extended to the Jews who
are being saved solely by virtue of their Judean roots. There are
thus two valid covenants between God and man. One concluded
with Moses and the other in Jesus Christ. A number of Protestant
communities in the US and other countries have joined this theology, including some Catholic bishops (e.g. in the USA), which
claims that this doctrine is the consequence of the second Vatican
Council. Tribalism: The position that the Jews are a race or a tribe
and that they therefore are obliged to defend each other against an
evil world. Tribalists often claim that Jews have common DNA and
therefore common appearance. Unlike this view confessionalism is
concerning those, who believe that Judaism is a religion that one
can choose to (convert to) or be selected from. In practice the two
concepts are often mixed with each other and their followers coexist without problems.
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